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1. Understanding the waste management system
and a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility.

2. Determine whether the applicant has real Interest
in pursuing the Fessibility Assessment Process.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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FOREWORD
Not too many weeks ago, we bade have been destroyed, many of our
farewell to 1992--the 500th anniversary of brother-creatures are extinct .....and in this
Columbus' discovery of the western "march of progress", even tl_e indigenous
hemisphere. There were parties, peoples who inhabited North America
fireworks, and re-enactments of the 1492 since before recorded history without
arrival of the small flotilla. There were destroying nature's gifts, were
television "specials" on the subject and slaughtered.by the weapons, diseases,
special excursion rates to Spain--even cruelty, and greed of the land-hungry
the Olympics were held there and a invaders who were welcomed by the
special commemoration of the event was indigenous people as brothers .....
made. The atmosphere was festive and
the celebrations joyful .......... but something valuable has survived

this current five hundred years of
.....but nowhere in ali of these newsworthy destruction ..... the conviction of the Red
events did any of the media voices pause Man that two-leggeds were meant by the
to reflect upon the effects that "civilizing" Creator of us ali to live in harmony with
the new world and the resulting Mother Earth and her bountiful gifts.....
"progress" has had upon the environment
of this continent ..... The Poncas have a rich tradition of living

respectfully with and in harmony with
For more than twenty five thousand years Mother Earth and with their fellow
before the invasion of European creatures who live here .....even with the
immigrants, the beginning marked by explorers, the trappers, the traders, the
Columbus' discovery, Mother Earth was pilgrims, the settlers, and the soldiers who
unmolested by the plow, the rivers were came from the East.
unpolluted, the air was sweet and clear
.....and the indigenous peoples of North Before removal from their ancestral home
America, the "two-leggeds", lived in near the confluence of the Niobrara and
harmony with and respected their brother- Missouri Rivers in Nebraska ("Nebraska"
creatures--the fourleggeds, the flying, is a Ponca word), the Poncas were a
swimming, and crawling creatures--in the prosperous tribe and were widely known
vast woodlands, the majestic mountains, as expert farmers, horse breeders, and
on the seashores, and in the expansive buffalo hunters. Through some
plains of this continent. The Red Man bureaucratic blunder, the Tribe was
accepted the gifts of Mother Earth, but accused of participating in the Custer
took only what he needed to live and left defeat at Little Big Horn--the facts were;
the rest undisturbed.

1. The Poncas never engaged in warfare
Now, after only 500 years of "civilization", with the United States.
our Mother Earth has been defiled by
chemicals and concrete, the waters are 2. In 1804, the Poncas welcomed
filthy and have "dead zones" in which members of the Lewis & Clark Expedition,
nothing may live, much of our woodlands fed them, and gave them shelter. In
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FOREWORD
return, the Tribe was decimated by Even through these unedeserved
smallpox brought by members ot the tragedies and needless hardships, the
Expedition. At that time, the Tribe Poncas remained firm in their convictions
numbered more than 2,000; by 1877, of respect for their fellow two-leggeds
due to the epidemic, there were fewer from the East, their respect for Mother
than 600 left when the Army force- Earth, and for the bountiful gifts of our
marched the Tribe to Oklahoma Territory Creator.
--during the march, more than 150

additional Poncas died from malaria, The ancient meaning of the word "Ponca"
starvation, and exposure, is translated as "Crown of the People", or

"Leaders of the People"; this meaning is
3. When the Mormons were driven from regarded as a responsibility and has

their homes in the East, the Poncas saved been recognized for many centuries in
them from starvation and exposure; if it the Indian World ..... even today, many
had not been for the Tribe, the Mormons other tribes honor the Poncas by singing
may have never found their "Promised our songs, dancing our dances, and
Land" in Utah. Today, near the Niobrara wearing the Ponca "Roach" headdress,
River in Nebraska, stands a monument made of porcupine quills.
erected by the Mormons which pays

tribute to "a friendly band of Indians". Throughout our history, we have proven
the strength of our convictions under

4. When the Army was driving the conditions which have exterminated other
Poncas to Oklahoma Territory, a violent cultures of mankind, and yet we continue
storm arose as they were crossing the to hold as sacred our respect for Mother
Platte River; several Cavalrymen were Earth and ali of our Creator's gifts, our
swept into the water--and were rescued respect for fellow humans and brother-
by Poncas--even though the Army had creatures, and our role as "Crown of the
just confiscated their belongings and shot People".
their horse herd.

lt is now again time for the Poncas to
5. The Poncas, like the settlers, assume an expanded leadership role, not
frequently had to defend themselves only in the Indian World, but nationally
against raids by the Sioux and Cheyenne and internationally, in the struggle to
(who were the warring Tribes at Little Big preserve Mother Earth and her
Horn). Yet, during the treaty process, the environment .....to lead by example ..... to
land which belonged to the Poncas share our respect for Mother Earth with
before removal was ceded by the Federal the rest of the world .....to assure future
Government to the Oglalla Sioux, the generations of a clean and safe world to
Tribe of Crazy Horse and Red Cloud. A live in.....and to provide the means for an
tragic paradox, considering that the effective solution to a very serious
reason for Ponca removal was the false environmental concern.
accusation of having participated in the
Custer defeat at Little Big Horn.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1982, the U.S. Congresspassedthe Nuclear Waste PolicyAct, and in 1987, passed
the Nuclear Waste PolicyAmendmentsAct. These piecesof legislationprovidedthe
much needed authorityto create a highly-regulatedand effectivemeans of disposalfor
the growingaccumulationof spent fuel from nuclear power plants.

One provisionof this legislationstipulatesthat the Federal Governmentwill assume
responsibilityfor and willhave an effective means to deal withthis material by 1998.
An interestingfunding provisionwas created by placinga small surcharge upon the
users of electricityproducedby nuclearpower plants,so that allocationswould not
have to be made fromtax revenues. Administeredby the U.S. Departmentof Energy,
this fund is meant to pay for an above-groundtemporary MonitoredRetrievable
Storage Facilityand an undergroundpermanent repositoryfor the storage of spent
nuclearfuel.

A unique Federal Agencywas created, the Officeof the UnitedStates Nuclear Waste
Negotiator. PresidentBush appointedDavid H. Leroyto fillthe position,and Congress
mandatedthat the Department of Energysupporthisefforts. An approach was
devised which provided for a voluntary processin locatinga site, rather than merely
decidingupon a locationwithout localagreement. This is one reason for this
FeasibilityStudy to be undertaken.

Much controversyhas surrounded the use of nuclear fuel to generate electricity in this
country, mainlyas a resultfear from misunderstanding.This is notto say that spent
nuclearfuel is not dangerous--unshielded,it is very dangerous--butthe handling and
shieldingtechniqueshave become so advanced that we are convinced that a
Monitored Retrievable Storage Facilitywould pose no danger to nearby populationsor
to the environment. Conversely, alternativepowerplant fuels are more expensive
than nuclear fuel and cause damage to human healthand to the environmentby
emittingcarcinogens, hydrocarbonparticulates, and other chemicalswhich cause acid
rain. Even hydroelectricdams are more expensive and cause damage to waterways
and wildlife habitats.

Illustrationsappear in Appendix I, inthe same order in which their subjectsappear in
the text.

Dialoguefrom tours and selected meetingswere tape-recorded and transcribed;
these transcriptionsappear in AppendixIII, "Tour Interviews".

When reading this Report, itwill be helpfulto the reader to keep in mindthat there has
not been one fa;ality inthiscountryas a resultof an accidentwith nuclearfuel.
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Chapter One mining, this country has not only suffered
GENERATING ELECTRIC POWER from adverse environmental destruction,

. but the miners have suffered from black-
Editor's Note: lung desease and fatalities from mine
In order to clearly understmndthe nuclear cave-iRs. The sheer bulk of coal in the
wmate management Byetern, lt ie Important to quantities required by a power plant, and
first undermtmnd why we have nuclear abate . the resulting transportation costs make

coal much more expensive than nuclear
TYPES OF FUEL USED fuel.

Ali commercial electricity is generated in Petroleum
approximately the same way; something

turns a power plant's turbines, and Very few power plants in the United
electricity is generated. Power plants States use petroleum as a fuel--approx-
may be classified into two broad imately 4%. Petroleum's desireability ascategories; those which use non-

a fuel is severely diminishedas a resultofrenewable resources as fuel, and those
which use renewable resources, sociologicaland politicalconditions. The

market demand for petroleum is accel-
lerated by its use as a motor vehicle fuel,

In the case of non-renewable resources, which drives up the market price. Infuel is used to heat water into steam with
addition,the oil-producingcountries in the

whichto turn the turbines; it is the type of middle-east limitproductionof crude oil in
fuel which distinguishes one type of order to controlthe prices they receive for
power plant from another, lt willbe most it. Like coal the quantities required torevealingto the reader if each type of fuel
is examined and compared with nuclear operate a power plant make trans-
fuel. portation a costly item, further driving up

.... the cost to produce electricity. A severe
Coal environmental drawback associated with

the use of petroleumis the riskof spillage,
as with the many tanker incidents. InCoal-fired power plants are the most
addition, air, water, and soil pollutioncommon variety, generating approx-
occur with drastic consequences from the

imately 56% of this country's electricity, refiningand use of petroleum.Unfortunately, the use of coal as a fuel

results in a myriad of consequences; Natural Gasfrom coal-fired power plants, chemicals
are released into the atmosphere which

While natural gas is the least pollutingof
cause acid rain and global warming, the fossil fuels, gas-fired power plantsHydrocarbon particulates, some of them
carcinogens, are also released. From accountfor only 9% of the electricityprod-

1
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uced here. The use of gas as a power Hydroelectrlc Dams
plant fuel has been made more attractive

with the passage of the Natural Gas Turbines within hydroelectric power
Policy Act of 1978. lt is, however, more plants, which produceapproximately 10%
expensive than using nuclearfuel. of the electricityin the U.S., are turned by

water released from reservoirs. Usually,a
Nuclear Fuel major river is dammed to provide

sufficient water to release over the
Nuclear fuel is the cleanest of the non- turbines. Although they do not use fuel,
renewable resource fuels; there is no severe ecological damage to waterlife,
pollutionof the air, water, or earth due to plantlife and landscapes result from their
its use. lt is also considerably less constructionand use, includingshortages
expen-sive than fossil fuels. Because of water to downstream areas. Because
spent nuclear fuel is solid, rather than of the enormous construction and main-
liquid or gaseous, it is therefore much tenenance costs, hydroelectric power is
easier to contain and manage, also more expensive than nuclear power.

Current and heated controversy exists Other Sources
within scientific and political circles

regarding the reprocessingand re-use of Geothermal power plants (powered by
nuclearfuel. Great Britainand Francere- heat supplied by natural sources within
process their spent fuel, and Japan the Earth), solar, and wind generated
contracts with France to reprocess their electricityaccount for less than 1% of the
spent fuel. In the U.S., two plants have power productioninthis country.
been built to reprocess, but were shut
down during President Carter's admJnJ- Preliminary Conclusions
stration; small amounts of Plutoniumare

produced in the process and this violated From our investigations,we have thus-far
his non-proliferation agreement with the determined during Phase I of this Feas-
Soviet Union. Additionally, the process iblity Study, that nuclear fuel is not only
produces a radioactiveslurryfrom which the cleanest of the commonly available
no use has been found; the slurry is then choices, from an environmental stand-
vitrified(cast into glass "logs") and stored point, but is the least expensive from an
in undergroundrepositories, overall costpoint of view. This conclusion

is supported by the fact that the tech-
If research were to find additional uses nologically advanced European and

for spent nuclear fuel, it then should be Asian countries rely upon nuclear fuel to a
considereda resource, rather than waste, much higher degree than we in the U.S.

do.
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Chapter Two tissues.
WHAT ARE THE FACTS ABOUT

EXPOSURE TO RADIATION? Beta Radiation. More penetrating
than the Alpha type, some Beta particles

Editor's Note: can penetrate human skin, but similar to
Because of the great abundance of Alpha particles, do more harm when
frightening misinformation about nuclear inhaled or ingested. The chemicalmaterial, • careful examination of the facts
should be presentedwithout bias. lt im=rmo structure of some of the isotopes within
important to underatand today'm handflng and Beta emitting material lead them to
storage techniques, in order to understand specific parts of the body (i.e. Strontiumwhy not one fatality has occured In the U.S.
from exposure to spent nuclear fuel 90 iS led to the bones of the body) where

it may remain and cause further damage
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS FROM to surroundingtissues and organs. Beta
DIRECT EXPOSURE TO SPENT emittingmaterial is found in spent nuclear
NUCLEAR FUEL fuel.

Because of today's handling techniques, Gamma Radiation: Similar to X-rays in
direct exposure to spent nuclear fuel has their properties, Gamma Rays have much
been reduced to a virtual impossibility, more penetration power and can inflict
because those who handle it are so well very serious damage to human organs
trained and are closely supervised by and tissues. Gamma Radiationis found in
facility managers and by government spent nuclear fuel.
inspectors. These measures will be ex-
plained in more detail later in this report.

Types of Radiation

Alpha Radiation: The least harmful
type, Alpha Radiation is found in nuclear
materials with long half-lives. 0
Radioactive particles of the Alpha type
can be stopped by an ordinary piece of
paper. These particles do not have the
ability to penetrate human skin, however
they can cause harm if they enter the
body through a cut, are inhaled, or are
ingested in food or water. Once inside
the body, Alpha particles begin to decay,
but can cause severe local damage to

3
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Chapter Three lt may be interestingto note that new fuel
HANDLINg, STORAGE, AND assemblies are not dangerously radio-
TRANSPORTATION TECHNIQUES active--it is only after they are placed in

the reactor of a nuclear power plant, and
Editor's Note: fission takes place, that they become
Am indicated earlier, under the heading radioactive.
"Biological Effects" on the previous page,
today's handling techniques have resulted in
not one fatality in this country due to New fuel assemblies are delivered in
exposure to spent fuel. shielded containers to the nuclear power

plant, then transferred into "holdingcells"
Handling untilput into use in the reactor, where the

process of "fission" provides the heat to
The handling of nuclear fuel is always transform water to steam to drive the
performed under "shielded" conditfons; turbines.
i.e., humans and the environment are
always protected by a barrier through What is "Fission"?
which radiationmay not pass.

Within the center of an atom, there are
New Fuel Assemblies several types of particles; one of these is

called a "neutron", and is used , like a
When nuclear fuel is manufactured, bullet, to "shoot"a whole atom and break
uranium oxide (U-235) pellets are made it apart, freeing the second atom's
and inserted into stainless steel tubes neutrons to serve as more "bullets", and
clad with zirconium, to guard against so on in a chain reaction. This chain
deterioration. The tubes, which measure reaction is called "Fission" and causes
about 318 in. in diameter and are12 ft. heat. Fissiontakes place iri the "core" of
long, are aranged into fuel assemblies, the reactor.
which are 12 ft. long and approximately
10 inchessquare at the end. * How la the heat used?
•NOTE: Another form of fuel assembly has been

experimented with; a nuclear power plant at Fort Outside the core of the reactor, where
St. Vrain, Colorado, operated by Public Service fission takes place, is a "water jacket",
Company of Colorado, used 'luel cells" made of a under pressure to keep the water fromgraphite compound. The cells were filled with
small pelletized uranium oxide pellets and used a boiling. Because it is under pressure, it
"gas transfer" technique, rather than the may be heated to very high temperatures
conventional"watertransfer"technique used by by the fission process. Purified water is
other plants. Because of research costs, the then pumped through tubes surrounding
technology became too expensive--theplant is the boiler to be turned into steam, whichnow in the process of being decommissioned and
converted to a gas-fired plant, drivesthe turbinesto produce electricity.

4
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What happens when the fuel is being loaded on a truck to be taken to dry
"used up"? storage. Ali underwater activity is

performed with cranes while the entire
The newer, more radioactive fuel process is monitored by underwater
assemblies are arranged to the center of televisioncameras, includinginventory of
the core, while the "cooler" ones are each fuel assembly by serial number.
moved to the ouside of the clusterwithin

the reactor. A fuel assembly usuallylasts Transportation and Storage Casks
about five years before it is removed for

storage. Although there are several designs of
storage casks, they ali have several

What happens to fuel assemblies things in commo.-.:
after they are removed from the
reactor? a. They must completely contain ali

radiationfrom the inside,without leaks.
When the spent fuel assemblies are

removed from the reactor core, they are b. They must remain intact by enduring
taken to a "storage pool"; an indoorpool an incrediblystringent series of destruct-
of water which is 25 feet deep. Insidethe ive tests, which include dropping them
pool, there are individual stainless steel onto concrete from 40 ft., dropping them
cells designed to contain each fuel upon a large spike and resist puncturing,
assembly. The water is "boronated", or enduring blazing fires fueled with jet fuel,
has boron introduced into it to provide remain intact when crashed on a truck
extra shielding, lt is safe to stand on the bed into a concrete wall at 80 miles per
pool deck withoutadditionalprotection, hour, and even through a truck/train

collision.
After approximatelyfive years of "cooling"
in the pool, the fuel assemblies are then c. After they have endured and passed ali
removed for dry storage..... a transport of this testing, they must be licensed by
cask is lowered into the water where the the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.
cooled fuel assemblies are transferred

from their pool cells.....the entire transfer Transporting Spent Nuclear Fuel
process takes place under water. After

the transport cask is loaded, the cask is As indicated in the above paragraph,
double sealed and raised above the spent nuclear fuel is transported in
pool, while being constantly flushed with specially designed, nearly indestructible
water hoses to prevent contaminationto casks aboard flatbed semi-trucks.
the outside of the cask. The cask is then Special routing keeps them on safe
drained and dried above the pool before highways and care is taken to assure

5
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against accidents. In the more than storagefacility.
twenty years that spent nuclear fuel has
been transported, there have been Under the current plan, the Monitored
highway accidents, but never has a cask Retrievable Storage Facility will be
been breeched. Additionally, spent licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory
nuclear fuel is transported in specially Agency for a period of 40 years; the
designed casks on flatbed railroad cars license is renewable. Although the
without incident. Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility is

referred to as "temporary", there is
What 18 currently being done with sufficient reason to expect that it could
Spent Fuclear Fuel? become a much longer-termfacility.

Of the 111 nuclear power plants in the 2. Spent Nuclear Fuel as a Resource?
U.S., nearly ali store their spent fuel

assemblies in their own spent fuel pools; Also as mentioned earlier in this Report,
three plants operate their own dry people in some scientificcircles consider
storage facilities; Virginia Power & Light spent nuclear fuel to be a potential
at Surrey, VA, Duke Power & Light at resource; some applicationsinclude:
Okonnee N.C, and Public Service Co. of

Colorado at Fort St. Vrain, CO. a. Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel
to be "recycled" and reused in power

Why do we need a Monitored plantsas is currently being done in Great
Retrievable Storage Facility? Britainand France.

1. Federal Legislation The drawbacks are the production of
small quantities of Plutonium and the

As mentioned earlier in this Report, radioactive waste being converted from
legislation passed by Congress in 1982 solid to liquid state, requiring it to be
and 1987 mandated that the Federal vitrified into glass logs for permanent
Government would accept responsibility storage.
for spent fuel storageby 1998.

Research might be done to determine
Work is being done to prepare a whether the liquid waste has feasible
permanent underground repository at application.
Yucca Mountain Nevada, but will not

completed for many years; because of b. In some scientific circles, there is
the time constraints created by this credible suspicionthat spent nuclear fuel
legislation, the Federal Government has has economically valid applications in
little choice but to establish an interim medicine, lt has been suggested that

6
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serious research be performed in 3. le it a responsible act to continue with full

Radiology and Oncology. scale mining and full scale disposal when
there are such negative ecological
consequendes?

c. There has been some speculation
that applications might be developed for The current popular argument against
some industial uses, and for power reprocessing, as lm done in Great Britain and

France is that "it is less expensive to mine
sources within satellites or other space new uranium and manufacture new fuel than
vehicles, to reproceaa used fuel". What about the

costs of permanent storage, not to mention
the ecological Issues of full-scale mining and

EDITORIAL COMMENT: the perpetual build.up of stored material?

lt appears to be a more responsible
Reasons have been articulated which scientific, ecological, and financial plan to
support the underground storage of spent store =pent nuclear fuel in a Monitored
nuclear fuel am "the ultimate answer" to it#; Retrievable Storage Facility (or facilities),
disposal. Underground storage is a where access to the material and to the
permanent measure and appears to be a casks is easily and safely achieved, coupled
wasteful one. lt also appears to many that with mn aggressive research program to
we, as inhabitants of our period in history, benefit this end future generations.
owe it to future generations to more fully
explore uses for what me=ma to be a
valuable potential resource. Certainly,
money spent upon establishing en under.
ground repository could be applied toward
researching applications for mp=ht nuclear
fuel.

lt is appropriate to ask ourselves the
following questions:

1. Do we really want to permanently dispose
of a potentially valuable non-renewable
resource and deprive future generations?

2. We know that the half-life of spent
nuclear fuel will last for thousands of years;
one document estimated that span to be
24,000 years-are we capable of building a
storage cask which will outlast that half-life ,,.,
within sn underground environment, which is
subject to natural forces and elements,
particularly earthquakes end moisture?
Further, if the underground mite chosen
(currently, Yucca Mountain, Nevada) is
found to be safe in our lifetime, will lt remain
a safe repository for 24,000 years?
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Chapter Four 3. Indoor Horizontal Vault Cells:
DESCRIPTION OF A PROPOSED An indoor facility, similar to #2, above,
MONITORED RETRIEVABLE with horizontalvaults.
S_ORAGE FACILITY

Although a Monitored Retrievable
Storage ("MRS") Facility has not yet been
built, Congress mandated that it be ready
to receivespent nuclear fuel by 1998.

lt will occupy approximately 500 acres
and will resemble an industrialpark. The
vaults which will hold spent nuclear fuel
assemblies will likely use one of three
technologies in use today at three of the
111 nuclear power plants:

1. Dry Cask Storage: An outdoor
facility, with an earthquake proof pad of
concrete three feet thick and
"earthquake" steel reinforcing. Upon the
pad, special outdoor storage casks are
placed which have been tested to
withstand lightning, artillery fire, fire
fueled by jet fuel, etc. The casks are
constantly monitored for radioactivity,
gasses, moisture, etc., as a safety
measure. The area is double-fencedwith
razor wire, motion detectors, and video
monitors.

2. Indoor Vertical Vault Ceils: An
indoor facility, made of high-density
concrete, with special vertical vaults to
receive spent fuel assemblies and a
shielded transfer station to remove them
from transportation casks and transfer
them to permanentvault cells.
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Chapter Five constructionand operating specifications,
BENEFITS TO BE RECEIVED BY the host jurisdiction may add to or
HOST JURISDICTION increasethem.

Direct Income In addition, the host jurisdiction may
negotiate the type of facility to be built;

The U.S. Departement of Energy currently, the types being used are
estimatesthat direct annual incometo the outdoor dry cask storage, vertical vault
Host Jurisdictionwill range between $10 storage, and horizontalvault storage. As
millionand $100 millionper year. Taxes long as the proposed design meets
upon the value and operation willbe paid minimum NRC specifications, the design
to the Host Jurisdictionjust as if the MRS criterea is also open to negotiation.
were a privatebusiness.

Employment Opportunities
Infrastructure Improvements

lt is estimated by the Department of
The Department of Energy has made the Energy that the constructionphase of the
offer to improve roads, highways, and MRS will create as many as 700 jobs, and
bridges leading to the MRS. In addition, as many as 540 jobs will be created for
spokesmen for DOE have expressed a operationof the facility.
willingness to provide money for the
improvementand operationof schools. Of course, we anticipate more jobs to be

created as a result of the industrial and
Industrial and Commercial commercial opportunities described
Opportunities earlier on this page.

We view the opportunityto host the MRS
as an opportunity to launch related and
unrelated enterprises; although specific
identityof the related enterprisesplanned
remain proprietaryat this writing, income
from the MRS may be used to launch
additional Ponca-owned businesses.

Construction and Operating
Specifications

Although the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission enforces its minimum
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SECTION II
DETERMINE WHETHER THE APPLICANT HAS REAL INTEREST

IN PURSUING THE FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS
A Word about Ponca Industrial
Corporation ..... Steps taken in Preparation for

Phaae II; FEASIBILITY
Ponca IndustrialCorporationwasformed ASSESSMENT PROCESS
to stimulate economicdevelopmentfor
the PoncaTribeofOklahoma.Itsfounder, 1. We haveobtainedagreementfromtwo
John W. King was appointed as technicalexperts in the field of Nuclear
Agent/Negotiatorfor the Ponca Tribe in Engineeringto assistin the performance
matters pertaining to a temporary of Phase II; John W. Poston,PhD, and
Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility WilsonW. Pitt, Jr., PhD, of Texas A&M
and/or PermanentRepository,by means University.ThroughDrs.Poston& Pitt,we
of a Resolution passed by the Ponca will have accessto additionalscientific
TribalBusinessCommittee. consultation,as needed.

King has recruited a large network of 2. We have made preliminary
highlyqualifiedconsultantsinthefieldsof preparations to organize a Public
business,technical, governmental,and Information and Clerical Office on the
public relations to aid him in his Ponca Reservation,in order to fulfillthe
assignment. "Public Informationand Dialogue" and

"GovernmentalDialogue" requirements
Conclusions Regarding Phase I as stipulatedinPhaseIla.

As a result of investigations and work 3. We have requested fresh Proposal
performed during Phase I, we have Solicitations from the Department of
concludedthat the processof handling, Energy.
transporting,and storing spent nuclear

fuel has been developed to a 4. We have received sufficientsupport
manageableand safe level by the NRC and encouragement from the Ponca
and firmsengaged in the business,and BusinessCommitteeto proceedwithour
that hosting an MRS would present an applicationforPhase Ila.
extremely attractive business,financial
and employmentopportunityfor the Tribe OUR REAL LEVEL OF INTEREST IS
withoutundulycompromisingsafetyof the SUFFICIENT TO APPLY FOR
Membersor prospectiveworkers. PHASE lie, "FEASIBILITY

ASSESSMENT PROCESS".
Althoughthe Tribe hasthe rightto refuse
a finaloffer, by agreementwiththe U.S.
Departmentof Energy,the U.S. Nuclear
WasteNegotiator'sOffice,andwithPonca
IndustrialCorporation,we have explored
enough of the opportunityto drastically
increase our level of interest in the
Project.
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Figure 16. U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Reactor Sites
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Note: There are no commercial reactors in Alaska or Hawaii.

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission



Figure 31. NRC Agreement States
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i"-] Agreement State (28)

Note: Data as of 01/31/92. The NRC is currently considering a request from Maine to be-
come an Agreement* State. Alaska and Hawaii are not Agreement States.

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission



Figure 14. 1990 Net Nuclear Electric .Power as Percent of World

Nuclear and Total Domestic Electricity Generation
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*Data are for West Germany only.

Note: Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.

Source: DOE/EIA International Energy Annual 1990 (DOE/EIA-0219(90))



Figure 9_ 1990 Net Electricity Generated In Each State by
Nuclear Power
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Note: There are no commercialreactorsinAlaskaor Hawaii.Percentagesare rounded to
the nearestwhole number.

Source: DOE/EIA Reporton ElectricPower Generation



Figure8. t990 U.S. Electric Capability and Net Generation by
Energy Source

HYDFIOELECTRIC
(91)
13%
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11%

I TotalCapability':
690 Gigawatts
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(264) I TotalGeneration'*:

i

9% 12.807ThousandGigawatthours
GENERATION

*Totaldoesnotequalsumof componentsdueto independentrounding.Totalvalue
includes approximately 4 gigawatts of other generating capability (geothermal, refuse,
waste heat, waste steam, solar, wind, and wood), which represents less than
1 percent of total capability.

**Total value includes approximately 11 thousand gigawatthours of generation by other
energy sources (geothermal, wood, wind, waste, and solar), which represents less than
1 percent of total generation.

Note: Net summer capability. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.

Source: DOE/EIA Electric Power Annual 1990 (DOE/EIA-0348(90)) and DOE/EIA
Monthly Energy Review (DOE/EIA-0035 (91/12))



Radiation has been on the planet longer than man.

We live safely with radiation every sources of what is called man-made Tremendous amounts of energy are
day. lt comes from the food we eat, radiation, which accounts for the stored in the centers - called the nuclei
the water we drink, from the earth and remaining fourth of our radiation ex- - of atoms. When atoms are split, two
from the sun. In fact, radiation in posure. There is no difference between things are produced: one is heat, the
some form or another has been on the natural radiation and man-made radia- other is radiation.
plmlet longer than man. tion. Last year approximately 10 mil-

lion nuclear medical procedures were Radiation is measured in units called
More than three-fourths of the radia- performed in the United States. Diag- millirems. A milli_remmeasures the
tion we receive comes from natural nostic x rays and/or radiation therapy effect of radiation on our bodies just
sources like sunlight, soil and certain helped millions of people get weil. as degrees measure temperature and
types of rocks. This is called back. pounds measure weighL
grotmd radiation. The study of radiation begins with the

atom. Atoms are the building blocks An average American's exposure to
Medical procedures like x rays and of the universe. Natural forces hold radiation is about 360 miilirems per
common household items like color them together, and they make our year. About 300 millirems of that 360
televisions and smoke detectors are ali world look .',heway it does. come from natural sources of



radiation, 60 millirems come from conservative design features and I A personworking in a nuclear
man-made sources, primarily medical adhering to strict written and ap- power plant would add 300 or
prcx:edures; and less than one millirem proved operating procedures for ali more millirems per year.
comes from the use of nuclear fuel. fuel handling operations. Moreover, a

management philosophy will be ap- zmFrom cosmic rays alone, a person
living in Washington, DC, a city

Location also plays a part in how plied lo facility operalions to ensure with a low elevation, would re-
much radiation a person receives. A that actual doses to the public will not
person living in Egypt receives 300 to only be below the allowable limit, ceive approximately 26 millirems
400 millirems per year. A person liv- but also as low as is reasonably per year. A person living in Den-
ing in Brazil receives 500 millirems achievable, ver, Colorado, a city with a high
per year. A person living in certain elevation, would receive approxi-
parts of India receives 1,300 millirems Actual exposure for any individual is mately 50 miilirems a year.
per year, more than three and one-half expected to be far below the limit, I A person flying in an airplane
times as much as ,aperson living in the even if that individual were to stand across tile country would add about
U.S. receives, at the MRS site boundary 24 hours a 5 millirems per flight because o1'

day Ibr 365 days a year. A realistic the increased elevation during tile
estimate Ibr exposure Ibr ml indi- trip. Airline pilots and flight alien-

Examples oi Dillerent Amounts vidual living nearest to the MRS dams are exposed to higher levels
of Radiatiolt facility is expected to be on the order of radiation routinely due to their
Standards for proiection of the public of one or so millirems. This is the occupations.
from the effects of radiation have same amount of exposure that the
been in existence for more than forty average individual in tile United zmA personreceiving a full set of
years. Maximum exposure for the States gets in one day due to natural dental x rays would add about 40
general public from the operation of a background radiation. Compare this millirems per year.
nuclear facility licensed by the to the additional 5 millirems one I A person working in a store on a
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, would get from a one-week ski vaca- street that a truck transporting
including a Monitored Retrievable lion in Denver, including the Ilight. nuclear waste passes by every
Storage (,MRS) facility, a Federal Tl_e maximum exposure Ibr a worker week would add about one-half a
central storage fitcility for spent ' in a licensed nuclear facility is 5,(X)0 miilirem per year.
nuclear fuel, is 25 millirems per year. millircms per year. The purpose of
This limit is in accord with exposure these, and the following compari- I A person stuck in traffic for an hour
stm)dards set.by the U.S. National sons, is not to trivialize the subject of next to a truck carrying nuclearwaste would add less than 10
Council on Radiation Protection and radiation exposure, but simply to
Measurement, the International Com- place such exposures in perspective, nlillirems.
mission on Radiation Protection, and I A person sitting on a park bench as
Ihe International Atomic Energy I A person living directly outside a
Agency. Exposures far below this nuclear power facility would add a truck carrying nuclear wastepasses by would add less than one-
limit will be realized by employing approximately I millirem per tenth ol'a millirem.

year.

For more information, please write:
OCRWM InfommtionCenter

Post Office Box 44375
Washington, D.C. 20026

or call: I-8()0-225-NWPA
(or call 488-5513 in Washington, D.C.)

Published by the U.S. Deparlmenl of Energy
OI'lice of Civilian Radioactive Wa,ae Management

(O(_'RWM)

Plea,_eret'y('le.
August 1992
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A possibledesignofa MonitoredRetrievableStorageFacility.

The Monitored Retrievable Storage When Congress authorized the Depart- m lt should be located in a state other
(MRS) facility is a vital part of ment of Energy to site and build an than Nevada, the state currently
America's Civilian Radioactive Waste MRS, it included several restrictions being studied for a permanent
Management System. "Spent" or for its use and operation. The restric- disposal site
"used" fuel from commercial nuclear tions are based on Federal laws, regu- m lt cannot be within 200 feet of a
power plants currently is being stored lations, and executive orders that were geologic fault that has moved or
safely in protected areas at the plants, in place before the MRS was proposed shifted in the last 10,000 years, not
but those storage spaces are rapidly and some additional measures that neara 100-year floodplain, and not
reaching capacity•The MRS will tem- were added to help ensure the safety of within or adjacent to wetlands
porarily store a limited amount of this people and the environment.
used fuel in thick-walled, above- I lt cannot be located in the habitat of
ground engineered structuresuntil it is any endangered species
shippedto a minedgeologicreposi- SiteRequirements• [] lt cannot be located on land that is

tory for permanent disposal. The facil= Specifically, six requirements m_st be protected from development, like
ity will provide additional,temporary met: nationalparksand wildemessareas
storagespaceuntil the repositoryis I lt should occupy between 400 and
operational. . 600 acres of land
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m lt cannot be located within the m Impact on wetlands and coastal i Potential ground movement like
Coastal BarriersResource System, areas landslides •
which consists of undeveloped
land along the Atlantic and Gulf II Geologic characteristics such as u Volcanic activity
coasts and adjacent wetlands and card,quake activity and floodplains

m Socioeconomic impact on potential
inlets, m ]t_pact on historical, cultural, and host community

archaeologicalareassuchasburial
Site CoJderations grounds, battlefields, and religious m Impacts on air quality

sites II Preservation of ground water
Site considerations thatmay make one quality
site preferable over another include: m Proximity to human _ animal

activity II Land ownership and land use

Iz Land costs andhow long it will m Severe weather conditions that may restrictions.lake m develop the land for an
MRS affect operations

m Proximity to transportation facili., m l_lasts or other major ground move-
ties like roads, railroads, and ment caused by humans
seaports

For more information, please write:
OCRWMInformationCenter

PostOffice Box 44375
Washington,D.C. 20026

or call: 1-800-225-NWPA
(orcall 488-5513 in Was,hington,D.C.)

Published by the U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

(OCRWM) "

Please recycle.
Augus! 1992
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More than 110 nuclear power plants creation of a comprehensive Civilian Choosing the MIlS Site

areoperating safely in the United Radioactive Waste Management Sys- To f'mda site for the MRS, President
States. Nuclear power, while generat- tem that is based on what most scien- George Bush appointe0, a Nuclear
ing 20 percent of the nation's electric- fists agree is the best way to dispose of Waste Negotiator. The Negotiator is
ity, also producesa solid radioactive used fuel and other kinds of high-level seeking a State or Indian tribe to vol-
waste called :'spent" or "used" nuclear radioactive waste, unteer to host the MRS in its jurisdic-
fuel. This fuel is currently being stored tion. In returnfor hosting the MRS,
in protected areas at the plants, but A key component of this system is a the Federal Government has agreed to
ff,ese storage facilities are rapidly Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) make contributions to the State or
reaching capacity, facility. The MRS will temporarily tribe and affected units of local guy-

store a limited amount of the used fuel emment for public programs, projects,
To remedy this situation, Congress until it ii shipped to a mined, under- and other uses. lt is the Negotiator's
passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. ground permanent disposal facility, job to work out the terms of the
This 1982 Act provides for the

Monitored :"" • '
Retrievable Storage

..- " Facility

Nuclear Power Plant Federal Repository

Spent Fuel Storage and Disposal

An example of the route nuclear waste wUl tak_ from a nuclear power plant, to the MRS and fitmiiy to the
Federal Repository.
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agreement with the MRS host.The and later dismantle• Engineers and permanent disposal. These operations
proposed agreement, along with the scientists will base the design on safe will be carried out in accordance with
results of anenvironmental assess- and proven technologies and on the written procedures approved by the •
ment, will be presented to Congress experience of others with similar fa- Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
for final .approval. cilities either in operation or under

construction. The MRS will not per- Any necessary transfers of used fuel
While the Negotiator is working on form any atomic, chemical, or high- . between the shipping containers arid
the agreement, an environmental as- energy operations that would have the the MRS storage containers will be
sessment will be conducted to deter- potential to explode and spread radio- performed inside a specially designed

• mine whethei the proposed site is active materials off site. Nor will any fuel handling building. Protective steel
suited to host an MRS. Public meet- of the fuel-handling operations change and concrete walls will be included in
ings will be held to solicit citizen input the chemical or physical characteris- the building to minimize radiation
on the scope of the study and to tics of the spent fuel• exposure to workers and the public.
present information on potential lm- • The fuel will be handled using re-
pacts of facility construction and o13. Preliminary MRS designs call for motely operated equipment.
erations. If the site is found acceptable several low-rise buildings to support
for further consideration and Congress facility operations. The facilities The MRS will be required to meet
approve': the host's specified terms, would be located above ground on strict safety standards established and
the site will be evaluated further for 400 to 600 acres of land. Design plans enforced by the Nuclear Regulatory
development as ah MRS in its envi- for the MRS will be finalized after a Commission. Facility operations will
ronmental impact statement and safety site is demonstrated suitable. The be closely monitored to ensure the

• analysis report, which will be submit- MRS will receive used fuel in heavy, health and safety of the workers and
ted to the Nuclear Regulatory Com- thick-walled, metal shipping contain- the public. After its mission is com-
mission for review and approval, ers from commercial nucle¢,- power pleted, the MRS will be decommis-

plants, transfer the used fuel to MRS sioned and dismantled, and ali radio-
specially designed storage structures "activematerials will be removed so

DesignandCons_ction ofanMRS (as necessary), and store the used fuel that the site can be released for unre-
The MRS facility will be relatively until it is loaded into shipping contain- stricted use.
simple to design, construct, operate, ers and shipped to a repository for

For more Information, please write:
OCRWM InformationCenter

Post Office Box 44375
Washington,D.C. 20026

orcall: 1-800-225-NWPA
(orcall 488-5513 in Washington,D.C.)

Published by the U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Managemen!

(OCRWM).

• Please recyde.
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Loadtng of spent nuclear fuel into a concrete storage module from shielded transfer cask at Duke Power's dry storage
fac.

Nuclear waste is materialthateither waste, lt also includesdevelopmentof atomssplit,highlyradioactivefission
containsa radioactivesubstanceor has a mined, geologic repositoryfor long- productsaregeneratedalongwith the
been contaminatedby radioactive termdisposalof ali formsof high- largeamountsof heatthatmake steam
elementsandis no longeruseful, lt level radioactivewastes.An amend- to turnturbinegenerators.The rock-
includeswaste productsfrom nuclear mentenacted in 1987 authorizesthe hardfuel pellets areencased in strong
processes,such as mininguranium development of a temporary,above- metal rods.Afterthreeor four years in
ore, fissioning of uranium in commer- groundstoragefacility called a Moni- an operatingnuclearreactor,the en-
cial nuclear powerplants, processing tored RetrievableStorage (MRS) ergy remaining inside the pellets is no
defense materials,and preparing facility.The MRS will storea limited longer efficientenough to produce
nuclear isotopes for use in medical amount of"spent" or "used" nuclear usable heat and the pellets have be-
applications,lt also includes used fuel fromcommercialnuclearpower come highlyradioactive.These pellets
protectiveclothing and containersthat plants, a solid form of radioactive and the surroundingrodsmust be
once heldnuclear material, waste, isolatedfrom the human environment

forlong periods of time, on theorder
In 1983CongressenactedtheNuclear Toproduceelectricity,nuclearpower of thousandsof years.Until a perma-
WastePolicyAct (NWPA),which plants use solid,ceramicfuel pellets nentrepository is in operation, spent
outlinesa comprehensiveplan for the made of uranium.Tremendous fuel will continueto bestoredin
safe disposal of.spent nuclearfuel and amounts of energyarestoredin the above-groundfacilitiessuch as the
otherformsof high-levelnuclear centersof uraniumatoms.Whenthese ones shown.The MRSwill buildupon
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Storage of spent nuclear fuel in raetal storage containers at Virginia Power's dry storage facility.

storage technologies already in opera-
tion and demonstrated to be safe.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
is responsible for the Nation's Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management Sys-
tem. Within DOE, the Office of Civil-

' ian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) is charged with executing
policy and managing the program to
safely dispose of used nuclear fuel and
other forms of high-level radioactive
waste.

4,.i::.. nn nnm m
''-

. .... _ ,a.,. For more information, please write:
"" • _ '__. ,in,,,_.,._ , OCRWM InformationCenter

_,i' ":'_" _'":ii0| "'" : _"":': ".';"......"' " "._! Post Office Box 44375
,,_. ' :, :, ,:.._._.. ,."
i',_,,._i"": "': r , ' " " ' "' Washington,D.C. 20026

• - '. '.. ]l_ or call: 1-800-225-NWPA
(or call488-5513 in Washington, D.C.)

A modular vault dry Storagefacih'ty operated by the Public Service Company Published bytheU.S. DepartmentofEnergy
of Colorado built to hold spent nuclear fuel. office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

(OCRWM)
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August 1992
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Since the late 1950s, the American Those who use electricity produced by spend many years studying the rocks
people have relied more and more on nuclear reactors are funding the sys- in and around a proposed site. Both
energy from nuclear reactors. Nuclear tem for used fuel storage and disposal, the underground repository and the
reactors now supply a little more than not the general taxpayers. These con- used-fuel containers will be designed
one-fifth of the electricity we use to sumers pay a monthly fee, included in to suit the unique conditions of the
run our homes, schools, factories, and their utility bills, which is deposited in site.
farms. When the nuclear fuel that the Nuclear Waste Fund established

generates the electricity in these reac- by Congress to fund the program. In addition, before the repository is
tots is "spent" or "used," it is removed built and operated, it will have to be
from the reactors and stored in spe- The w_te management system in- approved and licensed by the Nuclear
cially designed storage pools or, in the cludes three elements: a mined geo- Regulatory Commission. The scien-
case of some older used fuel, placed logic repository for permanent dis- tific studies that will be performed to
into heavy, thick-walled metal or con- posal, a Monitored Retrievable ensure the safety of the system, in-
crete structures for storage above Storage (MRS) facility for temporary cluding its design and construction,
ground at the reactor sites. Such stor- above-ground storage, and a transpor- will take many years. In fact, the re-
age is proven safe. but is only a tem- rationsystem connecting ali elements pository is not expected to be com-
porary solution. Permanent disposal of of the Civilian Radioactive Waste pleted until early in the next century.
the used fuel will require isolation Management System. The geologic When 'completed, the repository will

• from the accessible environment for repository will be developed in an provide permanent disposal for used
thousands of years, excavated areadeep beneath the sur- fuel from electricity-producing

face of the earth in a suitable rock nuclear reactors and high-level waste

Our government is developing a Civil- formation. Facilities on the surface from national defense activities.
ian Radioactive Waste Management will accept the used fuel from the The MRS facility, which is to begin
System that will provide for the safe MRS and prepare it for disposal in operations in 1998, will receive only a
disposal of the used fuel and other . underground mines. To make sure that limited amount of the solid, used fuel
kinds of high-level radioactive waste, the repository is safe, scientists will shipped from reactor sites and store it

Federal Repository
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temporarily in specially designed, licensed nuclear facilities. After its shipping containers, and support fa-
above-ground structures.When the mission is completed, the MRS will ciLifiesfor maintaining the containers.
repository b_gins operating, the MRS be decommissioned and dismantled, These rugged, heavy, thick-walled "
facility will continue to receive used and ali radioactive materials will be containers aredesigned to completely
fuel before ii is sent to the repository removed so that the site can be re- protect public health and the environ-
for permanent disposal. The MRS, leased for unrestricted use. ment, even in accident situations. The
too, must be licensed by the Nuclear containers must be certified by the
Regulatory Commission. The The transportation element of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission es- program will include a system for which requires that such containers be
tablishes requirements and regulations shipping the used fuel, a fleet of capable of passing a series of rigorous
designed to ensure safe operation of vehicles and railroadcars, metal safety tests.

For more information, please write:
OCRWMInformationCenter

PostOffice Box 44375
Washington,D.C. 20026

or call: 1-800-225-NWPA
(orcall 488-5513 in Washington,D.C.)
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Overthelast25years,morethan2,500shipmentsofusednuclearfuelhavebeentransportedsqfelyoverAmerica's
highwaysandrailroads.

A safe, dependable transportation structuresthatsafely confinetheused While the NRCis responsiblefor
systemis thecruciallink in boththe .nuclearfuel. These speciallyengi- approvingcontainerdesign,theU.S.
proposedoperationof a temporary neeredcontainersaredesigned to keep Departmentof Transportation(DOT)
MonitoredRetrievableStorage facility theirradioactivecargofrombeing hasestablishedregulationsforload-
anda permanentgeologic repository released into the environment., ing, unloading,andhandlingshipping
for the disposalof spent (used)nuclear " containers;labelingcontainersand
fuel.The amendedNuclear Waste Eachshippingcontainer is designedto placarding transportvehicles forpur-
PolicyAct requiresthe Departmentof maintainits integrityunderroutine poses of identification;drivertraining
Energy(DOE) to accept,transport, transportationconditionsandduring andcertification;and highway
and disposeof used nuclearfuel. severe accidents.The containersmust routing.

ensureradiological safetyeven after
Over the last 25 years,more than being subjectedto theNuclear Regu- Transportationrouteswill be planned
2,500 shipmentsof usednuclearfuel latoryCommission's(NRC)hypo- andshippingcontainersdesignedwith
have beentransportedsafely over theticalaccidentconditions,which the safety of the publicand theenvi-
America'shighwaysandrailroads, include: ronmentas the numberone consider-

Duringthis time,an exemplarysafety ss A 30-foot free fall ontoan unyield- ation.Containersarebuiltwith materi-recordhasbeen establishedwith no als thatprovidestructuralstrengthand
fatalities,injuries,or environmental ingsurface protectthe publicfrom radiation
damagecausedby the radioactive m A puncturetest allowing the con- exposures.
natureof the cargo, tainerto free-faU40 inchesontoa

steel rod Becausethere is a chancethatan

Several factorshavecontributedto umA 30-minute,all-engulfingfire accidentinvolvinga radioactivethis success story.The used fuel is a shipmentcouldoccur,emergency
solid, rock-hardmaterialenclosed in n An 8-hour immersion in 50 feetof response plansarein piaceto handle
metaltubesand shippeddry in rugged water, any situationthatcould arise. The key
containers.These containers are to effective emergencyresponse is
_heavy,._.aled,thick-w_led, me_! quality,trainingand preparation.



Containers that transport used fuel are heavy, sealed, thick-walled, metal structures which safely creatine the used fuel.

Therefore, the DOE will provide with the communications center to
assistance for training of State, Tribal, allow instantaneous feedback in case
and local governments in the of an accident or hazardous weather
development of emergency response conditions that could affect safety.
and preparedness plans because
States, local governments and Indian As the number of shipments increases, ......

tribes have primary responsibility at spent fuel will continue to be moved For more information, please write:
the accident scene to protect life, safely across our nation's highways OCRWMInformationCenter
property,and the environment, and railroads. To maintain the Post Office Box 44375

program's exemplary safety record, Washington,D.C. 20026
Ali shipments will travel along DOT- DOE will improve container design or call: 1-800-225-NWPA
authorized preferred interstate routes and emergency response capabilities (or call 488-5513 in Washington, D.C.)
or rail mutes. A state-of-the-art track- and will strengthen the lines of com-
ing device will link the truck or train munications among ali parties. Published by the U.S. Departmentof Energy

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM),
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility will temporarily store a limited amount
of spent (used) nuclear fuel in engineered, above-ground storage structures. The purpose
of this document is to provide a brief overview of spent fuel storage modes currently
licensed, as well as those under development.

A number of different storage technologies have been approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and are now being used at nuclear plants throughout the United States.
The majority of spent nuclear fuel is stored in stainless steel-lined pools of water at
individual reactor sites (wet storage). Several utilities have provided additional spent fuel
storage capacity in "passive" dry storage systems. These dry storage modes are described as
"passive" because no mechanical equipment is necessai'y to accomplish the required cooling
of the fuel. The fuel stored in these "passive" systems is older fuel that has been allowed
to cool in a spent fuel pool for at least five years after being removed from the reactor.
Most of the radiation emitted by the spent fuel is effectively absorbed and shielded by the
structures surrounding the fuel such that safe radiation levels are always maintained (below
regulatory requirements) in the surrounding environment. Dry storage modes approved by
the NRC to date include: metal storage casks, horizontal concrete modular storage, vertical
concrete storage casks, and modular vault dry storage. A proposed cask design currently
undergoing review by the NRC is the transportable storage cask which is designed for both
transport and storage.

The selection of the optimum storage technologies for the MRS facility will be based on an
evaluation of a number of different criteria. The overriding factor in the selection of any
storage technology will be its _. Other major criteria which impact the final design are:
(1) licensability, (2) design maturity, (3) operational experience, (4) environmental impact,
(5) socioeconomic impact, (6) flexibility, and (7) cost. Storage of spent fuel at the MRS
facility will have to satisfy ali NRC requirements. In satisfying ali these diverse requirements,
theMRS facility may include more than one storage mode rather than a single one. The
following pages briefly describe the individual storage modes under consideration for the
MRS facility.



2. WET (IN.POOL) STORAGE

Extensive experience with wet (in-pool) spent fuel transfer and storage operations has been
gained over the past 35 years at power reactors and research facilities worldwide, lt is a
mature technology which is very well understood. The NRC Waste Confidence Decision,
published in the Federal Register, affirmed the confidence of in-pool storage of irradiated
fuel for up to 30 years following reactor shutdown.

Wet storage facilities are generally rectangular-shaped concrete pools with a stainless steel
lining. The fuel assemblies are stored individually in a vertical orientation in metal racks
which maintain the spacing between assemblies and allow for retrieval of the fuel.
Chemically treated water surrounding the assemblies provides heat removal, biological
shielding and controls on the nuclear chain reaction. Approximately 28 feet of water is
required above the tops of the fuel assemblies. Spent fuel pool cooling, cleanup and
ventilation systems are required to be operating at ali times (active system). A trolley, which
spans the width of the pool, supports a fuel handling "bridge" with a telescoping fuel mast
that is used to move fuel assemblies to different locations in the pool. At one end of the
spent fuel pool, a separate cask-handling area is used to load and unload fuel to/from a
transport cask. A heavy-duty overhead crane provides the capability to lift the transport
cask to/from a truck or rail carrier in the fuel receiving area, and is physically prevented
from traveling directly over the stored spent fuel.

A single, large storage pool could be constructed for the MRS facility, lt would be
approximately 200 feet in length and 130 feet wide with 3 different sizes of high-density
spent fuel racks. The pool could be designated as a dual operations facility, with "right" and
"left" operating areas. Two fuel-handling cranes (bridges) would be used with dual center
rails mounted on a beam running the entire length of the pool. On one end of the pool, two
separate cask handling areas would be provided to allow for cask transfer operations
(loading and unloading). Each cask-handling area would be provided with its own heavy-duty
crane for lifting operations. Several equipment rooms in a building adjacent to the pool
would provide the necessary water cooling and purification.





3. METAL STORAGE CASK

The storage of spent fuel in metal casks is the most mature of ali the dry storage
technologies in the United States. This technology has been demonstrated in several
programs by utilities and by the DOE since 1984. The NRC has approved four metal casks
for storage under a general license at any nuclear power station.

Metal storage casks are large, thick-walled, cylindrical vessels equipped with an internal grid
structure called a "fuel basket" that is designed to hold the spent fuel assemblies in place.
A typical metal storage cask is approximately 16 feet long and 8 feet in diameter, weighing
100 to 125 tons when fully loaded. The thick wall of the cask body provides shielding for
gamma radiation emitted by the fuel, and is usually made of forged steel, cast iron, or lead
and stainless steel materials. In addition, the cask body is normally surrounded by a layer
of neutron-absorbing material. The external surface of the cask may be either smooth or
finned to enhance cooling. Two to four trunnions (that act as lifting handles) are generally
located on each end of the cask to provide lifting and rotation capabilities. The inside cavity
of the cask contains the "fuel basket" which is capable of storing 21 - 74 fuel assemblies,
depending on the cask design, the type of used fuel, and the amount of time since the fuel
was discharged from the reactor. In order to provide secure containment of the radioactive
material, metal storage casks are closed and sealed with one or more lids.

Since these metal storage casks are not licensed for transportation, the spent fuel assemblies
would be loaded into the DOE's transport casks at the individual reactor pools. At the MRS
facility, the casks would be offloaded from the transport vehicle at a Fuel Handling/Transfer
facility with thick concrete walls where the individual spent fuel assemblies would be
transferred from the transport cask to a metal storage cask using remotely operated
equipment. This transfer operation could occur under either dry or wet conditions, although
dry transfer in a controlled environment is more likely since both the fuel arriving at the
MRS facility and the fuel stored in the metal storage casks will be in a dry environment.
After loading the metal storage cask with fuel, the cask would be sealed, and backfilled with
a nonreactive gas (such as nitrogen) to prevent possible degradation of the fuel from
chemical reactions with oxygen. The cask would then be loaded on a vehicle for movement
to a concrete storage pad located a short distance from the Fuel Handling/Transfer facility.
The metal casks would be stored on a concrete storage pad in a predetermined pattern.
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4. HORIZONTAL CONCRETE MODULAR STORAGE

In this dry storag,_concept, the spent fuel is transferred into a stainless-steel storage canister,
which is then se_ed and backfilled with a nonreactive gas (:i.e.,nitrogen or helium) and
inserted into a bunker-like concrete module in a storage field. Two independent spent fuel
storage installations (ISFSI's) that use horizontal concrete modules have been licensed and
constructed ',_yutilities, with at least two more being planned. The operational facilities, at
H.B. Robinson and CJconee Nuclear stations, both use a storage system where the canisters
are inserted horizontally into a concrete storage module. The licensed storage capacities are
7 spent fuel asseml:,lies per canister st H.B. Robinson, and 24 assemblies per canister at
Oconee.

The major components of this system are a stainless-steel canister_ a shielded transfer cask,
a special-purpose trailer, and a concrete horizontal storage module. The canister includes
an in',ernal basket for holding the fuel assemblies in piace. 'The transfer cask provides
shielding from radiation and protects the canister as it is moved onsite from the Fuel

" Handling/Trans%r facility to the storage field. The special.purpose trailer is used to carry
the loaded transfer cask and provides the precise alignment required to mate the transfer
cask with the docking port of the concrete storage module. A hydraulic system is then used
to push the canister into the cavity inside the concrete module. The concrete module has
walls which are 3-feet thick and provide radiation shielding and protection for the canister.
To complete the installation, a 2-inch-thick steel door is lowered and welded in place to
cover the docking port on the storage module.

The loading of the maltiple-element storage canister could take piace at the utilities' spent
fuel pools or at the MRS facility. If the canister was loaded at the reactor site, then a
customized transport cask would be necessary in order to transport the loaded canister to
the MRS site. Alternately, the canister could be loaded at a Fuel Handling/Transfer facility
at the MRS site using remotely operated equipment. After either receiving the canister

. following shipment from the reactor site or loading directly at the MRS facility, the sealed
canister is inser'ed into a shielded transfer cask at the Fuel Handling/Transfer facility to
travel the short distance to the MRS storage field. The canister is subsequently inserted into
a horizontal concrete module in the storage field (one canister per module). The thick-
walled concrete modules provide both radiation shielding and heat removal. Air channels
in the concrete module provide a means of transferring the heat from the spent fuel storage
canister. The number of concrete storage modules can be increased as needed in order to
meet additional storage requirements.





$. VERTICAL CONCRETE STORAGE CASK

This concept employs dry storage in the form of cylindrical reinforced concrete casks, similar
to t_ met,_l dry ste"age casks. The thick concrete walls provide radiation shielding and
passive heat removal. Concrete casks differ from the concrete modular system in that each
cask is independent (i.e. free-standing), whereas concrete modules are generally built
together (side-by-side and back-to-back). Two variations of concrete cask designs have been
studied: (I) ventilated, and (2) unventilated. These casks have not been commercially
tested in the United States, although a ventilated cask design has been successfully
demonstrated in cooperative spent fuel storage tests at a DOE laboratory. This ventilated
cask design has also recently received approval from the NRC. Irl addition, two utilities
have made plans to use this design to increase their onsite spent fuel storage capacity.

TheNRC-approved ventilated concrete cask is approximately 17.5 feet high and 11 feet in
outside diameter, weighing approximately 132.5 tons when fully loaded. The sealed interior
canister houses the spent fuel assemblies, with a nominal capacity of 24 - 52 assemblies
depending on the type of reactor. A steel liner separates the outer concrete shell and the
interior multi-assembly sealed canister. The ventilated concrete cask provides additional
heat transfer capabilities to limit the peak concrete and fuel assembly temperatures by
providing inlet and outlet air flow duets in the concrete shell near the top and bottom of the
cask. Ventilated casks dissipate more heat than unventilated casks and therefore, they can
generally store more spent fuel assemblies per cask.

The spent fuel would arrive at the MRS facility in the DOE's transport casks from the
utilities' reactor sites. At the Fuel Handling/Transfer facility, spent fuel assemblies from the
transport cask would be unloaded and transferred into the interior canister of a large
concrete storage cask. An automated, remotely operated transfer room is the most likely
candidate currently being considered for this transfer operation. The automated transfer

• room would consist of a thick-walled, totally enclosed, concrete structure that provides a
shielded area in which radioactive materials can be handled safely by remotely operated
equipment in a dry ventilated air environment. After loading ali assemblies into the fuel
storage canister inside the concrete storage cask, the canister would be sealed and backfilled
with a nonreactive gas. The concrete cask would then be moved to the MRS facility storage
field and placed vertically on a concrete pad.





6. MODULAR VAULT DRY STORAGE (MVDS)

A modular vault dry spent fuel transfer and storage concept would involve unloading the
DOE transport casks at the MRS facility_and transferring the fuel assemblies by means of
a fuel handling machine to storage tubes or canisters contained within a concrete vault. The
storage tubes would be filled with a nonreactive gas (such as nitrogen or helium) to prevent
corrosion. The MVDS concept incorporates both spent fuel transfer (from incoming
transportation casks) and storage functions within the same building. Increases in storage
capacity could be achieved by expanding the number of concrete vaults.

A generic design for such a system has been approved by the NRC. An MVDS system
based on this design has been chosen by Public Service Company of Colorado for the onsite
storage of graphite spent fuel from its Fort St. Vrain high temperature gas-cooled reactor.
Construction of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) at Fort St. Vrain
was completed in September 1991.

In the NRC-approved MVDS design, the modular concrete vaults consist of metal fuel tubes
vertically arrayed in a concrete structure. Each tube stores a single spent fuel assembly, with
each module capable of storing from 100 to 200 assemblies (depending on the type of spent
fuel). The fuel storage tubes, made of carbon steel, are shielded and protected on ali sides
by the surrounding concrete structure. The walls of the concrete structures have built-in
cooling channels to promote cooling by air flow around the fuel tubes. Each fuel tube
penetrates an upper shield concrete structure and opens into the floor of a fuel-handling
bay. Additional shielding protection is provided by a removable shield plug at the opening
of each storage tube. Above the arrayof fuel tubes, a shielded fuel-handling machine moves
on a rail trolley spanning the width of the fuel storage area. In order to load a fuel assembly
into any given fuel tube in the storage vault, the fuel-handling machine positions itself over
the transport cask in the cask receiving area and vertically withdraws an assembly into its
shielded upper section. The fuel-handling machine then moves on the trolley system to the
desired fuel storage tube location and vertically lowers the assembly into the fuel storage
tube. Finally, the shield plug is placed over the loaded storage location to provide both
physical and biological protection. The cask receiving area is designed to accommodate both
standard truck and rail shipping casks.

The proposed MVDS design for application at an MRS facility would be arranged in the
form of two arrays of 40 modules each in a "back-to-back" orientation with a central Head-
End Facility in the center for the entry and exit of fuel transport casks. The receiving bay
could also contain two fuel handling machines to provide for increased reliability and allow
two casks to be unloaded simultaneously.

10





7. TRANSPORTABLE STORAGE CASK

Transportable storage casks are similar to metal dry storage casks that have been
demonstrated and licensed for storage-only purposes. They are often referred to as dual.
purpose casks because approval is being sought from the NRC to license these casks for
both transport and storage. The benefit of this proposed cask design is that spent fuel
assemblies can be loaded at reactor sites and transported directly to a spent fuel storage
area at the MRS facility with no need to routinely open the cask to handle the fuel. In this
configuration, the MRS facility would essentially act as a parking area for the casks before
theyare shipped to the geologic repository for permanent disposal.

Dual-purpose casks are heavy, metal cylindrical vesselsequipped with an internal fuel basket
for holding the spent fuel assemblies. One vendor is currently marketing its dual-purpose
cask design, but the NRC is still in the process of reviewing their license submittal for
transportation. Approval has been granted to use this cask design for storage only. NRC
requirements concerning severe accident conditions during transport result in the need to
use materials with better structural properties than the storage-only design. The proposed
dual-purpose cask design being reviewed by the NRC is approximately 16 feet long and 8
feet in diameter, weighing 116 to 124 tons when fully loaded. The internal cavity of the cask
contains fuel baskets that can store 26 - 52 fuel assemblies, depending on the type of spent
fuel. The cask body provides shielding for gamma radiation emitted by the fuel, and is
surrounded by a layer of neutron-absorbing material. In order to provide secure
containment and shielding of the radioactive material, the cask is closed and sealed with two
lids.

These casks are designed for rail transport because of weight considerations. However,
many of the older reactors in the United States do not have rail access, or are otherwise
unable to handle either the size or weight of these casks in their spent fuel pool(s). If this
storage technology was used exclusively for the nuclear waste management system, then
some type of fuel transfer system would need to be built at the MRS facility or at those
reactor sites unable to accommodate the dual-purpose casks. This system would be designed
to transfer the spent fuel assemblies from small transport casks into the larger dual-purpose
casks. For those reactor sites that are able to handle the dual-purpose casks, the fuel could
be loaded directly in the pool (wet transfer). After loading the cask, it would be transferred
in a horizontal position onto a rail vehicle for transport to the MRS facility where it would
be stored directly on a concrete storage pad. Although the dual-purpose cask would not
require the fuel to be routinely unloaded and handled at the MRS facility, a separate fuel
handling system would be necessary in order to provide recovery for possible damage to the
spent fuel assemblies or casks incurred in transit to or while in storage at the MRS facility.

12
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VIRGINIA POIWEIf

Dry Storage Fact Sheet

Location • Surry Power Station, Surry, Virginia (Across the James River From Jamestown)

Start-Up Date. • Licensed by U.S. NRC in July 1986
® First Cask Loaded and Placed In Storage in December 1986

Cask Designs _ _
..

Cost • Approximately $1,200,000 per Cask

Manufacturers * General Nuclear Systems, Inc., (Germany)
• Westinghouse.Electric Corporation (,Japan and Florida)

• Nuclear Assurance Corporation (japan and Spain)

Dimensions * 16 Feet High
• 8 Feet in Diameter

• Weigh 120 Tons When Loaded With Fuel

Capacities • 21-33 Fuel Assemblies per Cask

Composition • Two Designs Use Nodular Cast Iron

• One Uses High Strength Steel
• One Uses Lead and Stainless Steel

Storage Facility _ ,n

Pad Dimensions * 230 Feet Long
• 30 Feet Wide

• 3 Feet Thick (Reinforced Concrete)

CapaciO/ • Each Pad Will Hold 28 Casks

• The Facility License Provides for Three Pads

Facility and Casks
Evaluated For • Temperature Extremes (-20°F to 115°10 • Lightning Strikes

• Extreme Wind (105 mph) • Tornados (300 mph)

• Tornado Missiles (e.g. Car at 126 mph) • Earthquake (Cask Does Not Tip Over)

• Flood (Not Possible) • Gas Pipeline Explosion

• Fires at Power Station • Aircraft Crashes

• Snow and Ice • Solar Heating

• Loss of Electrical Power • Cask Seal Leakage

• Loss of Cask Radiation Shielding , Cask Drop

Virginia Power Is the First Utility in the United States to Use Dry Storage for Spent Nuclear Fuel

LD196A
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A National Environmental Issue I Fluor Daniel B&W Fuel Company

Ten companies have combined their I INTERA The B&W Fuel Compmly brings to tile
technical and management expertise to I JK Research Associates program a long tradition of excellence
address a critical enviromnenUd issue: in the design ,andfabrication of nuclear
the safe, penn,'ment disposal of the I Logicon RDA reactors, fuel assemblies, and related
nation's spent nuclear fuel and high- I Morrison Knudsen Corporation equipment. Based in Lynchburg, Va.,
level radioactive waste. Led by TRW, the B&W Fuel Company supplies
these companies comprise the Depart- [] Woodward-Clyde Federal Services products and services pmnarily to the
ment of Energy's management and These ten companies are industry conunercial nuclear power industry.
operating (M&O) team for rite U.S. leaders. Each is committed to scientific Products include nuclear fuel, control
Civilian Radioactive Waste Manage- and technical excellence. Each is rods, reactor instrumentation, fuel-
ment System. dedicated to the _ffe, pemument consolidation equipment, and shil_ping

disposal of the nation's spent nuclear and storage containers. Pimlts operating
This system will consist of three major fuel and high-level radioactive waste, on fuel supplied by the B&W Fuel
components: a trm_sponation system to Comp_myhave set U.S. records for total
move the waste _'ffely to storage ,-rod TRW Environmental Safety Systems generation toldworld records for
disl_osalsites; a monitored retrievable capacity factor (a measure of operating
storage (MRS) facility for the temporary TRW Enviromnental Safety Systems efficiency). The company offers a
storage of spent fuel from civilian Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of variety of fabrication and inspection
reactors; and a deep geologic repository TRW Inc., one of the nation's top services for nuclear power plants.
for tile pennanent disposal of spent industrial f'mns with more than 70,000
nuclear fuel and high-level waste. The employees in 21 countries. TRW ranks The B&W Fuel Company is designing
repository will include "engineered among the nation's leaders in the space engineered barriers for the geologic
barriers"-- m,'m-made containers ,and and defense, automotive, and infomm- repository. The company also heads the
structures -- to isolate the waste from tion systems markets. The company also M&O team's training department and
the enviromnent, is active in other markets with a high supports team efforts in systemsengineering, licensing, transportation
Congress has directed the Department technology or engineemlg content, system development, quality assurance,
of Energy (DOE) to study one sile, In the 1950s, the company becmne and the design of an MRS facility.
Yucca Mountain in Nevada, to find out systems engineer and technical adviser
whether or not it is suitable for a for the U.S. intercontinental ballistic Duke Engineering & Services

repository. The site characterization of missile program, among the largest Duke Engineering & Services providesYucca Mountain, consisting of geologic, technical programs in the nation's
hydrologic, and other scientific studies, history. TRW was the first company to enghleering and related services to
is expected to take several years. If at build a spacecraft, Pioneer 1, launched clients both in the United States and
any time the site is found unsuitable, in 1958, and since then has produced abroad. As a subsidiary of Duke Power
DOE will stop the studies and seek new more than 175 spacecraft. For DOE, Company, DE&S has access to
direction from Congress. TRW designed and operated a facility to tmsurpassed expertise in siting, design-

separate uranium isotopes. Later, TRW ing, building, licensing, operating, and
M&O Contractor decommissioned this facility and maintaining nuclear facilities. Duke

restored the site for unrestricted use. Power ranks ,asthe nation's seventh
In 1991, DOE hired TRW to serve as TRW was also the prime contractor for largest investor-owned utility. Its
M&O contractor for the progr,'un. The DOE's Naval Oil Sh'de Reserves service area covers some 20,000 square
M&O contractor is responsible for Development Program in Colorado and, miles of the two Carolinas, and tile
integrating the work of others working under separate contracts, developed company's generating capacity exceeds
on the progr,'un and for assisting DOE processes for the clean burning of coal. 16 million kilowatts. The Nucle_u"
in designing, develt_ping, and imple- Regulatory Colmuission has ranked

menting the system. The M&O temn TRW is the prime M&O contractor for Duke's Catawba, McGuire, and Oconee
consists of: the Civilian Radioactive Waste Man- Nuclear Stations among the most

[] TRW Envkomnental Safety Systems agement Program. Under the direction efficient in the nation. Duke also wasamong the la'st utilities to design, build,of DOE. TRW is responsible for systems
• B&W Fuel Comp,'my engineering, design, development, and operate a dry-storage facility for

• Duke Engineering & Services technical direction, management, and spent nuclear fuel. Similar technology
operation of the program, may be used at the nation's MRS

[] E.R. Johnson Associates facility.

" Working "" "" - "oget_,e, .tor a Safe En t,ironmeni



Duke Engineering is designing the MRS INTERA energy lasers as part of file Strategic
facility. DE&S also provides quality Defense Initiative.
assurance, public outreach, licensing, Founded in 1973, INTERA specializes
repository design, and MRS siting in the enviromnental sciences. With an Logicon RDA is playing a lead role in
support for the program, experienced staffof hydrologists, systems engineering and work integra-

geologists, geochemists, and other tion for the program.
E.R. Johnson Associates scientists and engineers, this Texas-

basedcompany provides consulting Morrison Knudsen Corporation
Based near Washington, D.C., E.R. services to both govermnent and
Johnson Associates, Inc. -- JAI -- industry.INTERAprojects involve Fromits early involvement in construc-
covers the full range of nuclearteclmol- various aspects of environmental tion, Morrison Knudsen has Evown into
ogy, from the mining of uraniumore to protection,hazardous-wastemitigation, a major international corporation
file disposal of spent nuclear fuel. JAI and regulatorycompliance. Recent work serving the enviromnental, industrial
has developed conceptual designs and includes site characterizationand process, power, transportation,and
cost estimates for nuclear facilities, analysis of proposed hazardous-waste other markets. MK provides a complete
including fuel fabrication and repro- facilities, reclamation of uranimn range of engineering, construction, and
cessing plants, waste-storage facilities, mines, enviromnental audits of indus- related services for govermnent agen-
and geologic repositories. The company trial facilities, and remediation of cies and private industry in the United
has mmlyzed and assessed options for contaminated ground water. States and abroad. Morrison Knudsen
packaging, consolidation, shipment, has participated in more than 200
storage, disposal, and safeguarding of INTERA is involved in performance projects involving hazardous or radioac-
spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste, assessment for the proposed repository, rive materials. In the 1980s, MK
JA! has also conducted system studies, Performance assessment involves supported the first decommissioning of
developed quality assurmlce progrmns, developing models attd conducting a commercial nuclear power plant in the
audited enviromnental progrmns, and studies to predict how the site will United States and is currently involved
assisted in the licensing of nuclear behave under a given set of conditions, in a second decozmnissioning.
facilities.

JK Research Associates Morrison Knudsen is leading the design
JAI is involved in the development of effort for the underground facilities and
waste-acceptance criteria and data JKResearch Associates provides associated material-handling systems at
bases, analysis of financial risks, strategic plannhig, policy development, the repository.
development of shipping containers, public involvement, and communica-
selection of spent-fuel storage methods, tions supportto govermnent agencies, Woodward-Clyde Federal Services
and systems analysis, corporations, universities, and laborato-

ties. Associates of the finn have worked Woodward-Clyde Federal Services, a
Fluor Daniel hl radioactive waste policy development subsidiaryof the Woodward-Clyde

since the 1970s and ,are widely recog- Group,specializes in geotechnical
Fluor Daniel ranks mnong the world's nized experts on national and interna- studies, enviromnental services, and
largest engineering and construction tional waste-management policies. JK hazardous-waste management. The
rmns and for several years has led the associates have served on the National Engineering News-Record has consis-
nation in new engineering and con- Academy of Sciences' Board on tently ranked the Woodward-Clyde
struction contracts. Tlie company Radioactive Waste and Colmnittee on Group among the nation's top 50 design
provides a full range of services: Risk Perception and Conunmfication, t'mns. Woodward-Clyde has conducted
engineering, procurement, construction, on the Secretary of Energy Advisory geotechnical studies for siting dmns,
construction management, and mainte- Board, and on nmnerous peer-review landfills, and industrial facilities and
nance. Fluor Daniel has been involved and expert panels, has been involved in the cleanup and
in the design of nuclear facilities for disposal of h_ardous wastes. The
more than 40 years and has provided JK provides strategic planning and company's clients include both private
services for more than 40 nuclear units policy analysis for the M&O team. industry ,'rodgovenunent agencies.
worldwide. These services include Previous work for DOE includes
engineeri,lg, constnaction, maintenance, Logieon RDA studies to assess possible radioactive-
and plant modifications. Projects have waste sites at various locations in the
included uranium enriclunent ph'mis,a Founded in 1971 as R&D Associates, United States.
plutonium production and recycling RDA has grown to more than 600
facility, a plant for solidifying nuclear employees in offices around the world. For the M&O team, Woodward-Clyde is
waste, reprocessing facilities, research In 1983, RDA became a subsidiary of heading the site-characterization effort
laboratories, and a waste repository. Logicon, lhc., a Los Angeles-based at Yucca Mountain.

company with more than 3,000 employ-
Fluor Daniel is designing the surface ees. Logicon RDA specializes in high- For More Information
facilities for the geologic repository, teclmology systems, primarily those For more information, please contact
The compmzy is also supporting MRS with defense applications. The company us at TRW F.zwiromnental S',ffety
design, quality assurance, systems has conducted research for the Defense Systems, 2650 Park Tower Drive,
engineering, and licensing activities. Department's nuclear weapons effects Suite 800, Vienna, VA 22180.

program and has provided engineerhlg Telephone: 703.204.8500.
support for the development of high-
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LAW OFFICES OF

FReD W. GADOURIE, Sr.
. ATIOflNEY AI LAW

P.O. OOX NIt t

Iq.UMMEn. ITIAIIO 13651

i_. ¢"•_ " ,-,_r'_r ,_,.... ' -_ 1208) 686-1425 "• e. ! ,, ,

o"

. ..__ _ February 24, 1993
_,melooea II mlll• • llmllOll a II0 IOUgUD

Ponca Industrial Corporation
P.O. Box 154082
Irving, Texas 75015

GentIemen•

lt is a pleasure to have been a service to your corporationconcerning
matters pertaining to Phase I of High Yield Nuclear Wast Repository
and/or Temporary Monitored Retrievable Storage•

II_is my intention to continue as legal counsel to the conclusion of
the entire project.

Within the next several days I will forward my budget for Phase II thereof.

I believe it is extremely important to have a conference concerning the
management and direction of the project. Please advise as to date,
time and place convenient for the meeting.

/7 ,

Very truly yours, _/ . _ .

Fred W. Gabou "e, •
FWG/Ig

.
+ .



_. Department of Nuclear Engineering

College of Engineering __ Nuclear Engineering

Safety Engineering
Texas A&M University ,';
Coltege Station, TX 77843-3133 Inclustria_Hygiene

409/845-4161 • Fax 409/845-6443 ' Health Physics

U",I_ 4,,-,--_.. ,_ .. , '._ .....

' ' " ' ). _ i_ .! ". "' 'February 1B, 1993_,t,: ,.., ,:.: ....• _. t , "" : .' ,_. :" '. t ;
; • ..... ....._,,.I 4 , .

. •Q . ..
I

• ,..

Mr. John W. King ' ' ' _,
Ponca Industrial Corporation ........._.i..:,,.t.:_!(
P. O. Box 154082 _ ....--"---_
Irvlng, TX 75015 ...... """• '"'--____'.*-_=

Dear Mr. King:

Pursuant to our conversation on February 13, 1993, we are
submitting the following proposal and budget for your ,review.

The proposal outlines in very general terms our
contributions as we see them relative Phase XI-A of the MRS
submission. We, of course, are very walling to work with you and
your colleagues to define more specific tasks as the approach is
more clearly defined. In addition, it is our assumption that if
additional effort over and above those estimated are be required,
we can extend the budget estimate. The budget also includes
funds for travel but we have not defined the locations

specifically. However, based on our conversations, it appeared
that some travel might be necessary. We look forward to working
with you.

If you require additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

.. ,'0_// )
/71

W. W. Pitt, Jr. V'
Adjunct Professor and
Assistant Head

/ W
'/ Professor and Head



Department of Nuclear Engineering Nuclear Engineering

College ofEngineering _ Satety Engineering

._._,as A&M University _ IndustrialHygiene

College Station,TX 77843-3133 Health Physics
409/845-4161 • Fax 4091845.6443

,.

February 18, 1993

Mr. John W. King
Pones Industrlal Corporation
P. O. Box 154082
Irving, TX 75015

Dear Mr. Kingz

This letter is to serve as a confirmation of our willingness
to serve as Scientific Advisors to Ponca Industrial Corporation
in the maUter of the Monitored Retrievable S_orage Facility.

As we discussed, enclosed for your review is the resume of
Dr. Pitt.

If you require additional information, please let us know.

Sincerely,

_'_.LD.I--- ,_,_ W.W. Pitt, Jr./
_'_..,,:-,,_ ",%5'_ 't\_'! Adjunct Professor and

r_\ 'l'_t,'iLIJ .L ,,., .....j_tl Assistant Head

,,/t /

/ /J. W..POst_n, a0Profe,sor and Head
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VAN RIDE AND QUESTIONS ABOUT MRS
FUNCTIONS AND REPOSITORIES

James S. Nedford
February 8, 1993

Basically the radiation you are talking about three types of
rays or three types of radiation, one being alpha radiation,
another one being beta, and then the gama radiation. The Alpha is
the weakest of the radiation it can be stopped by a sheet of paper,
beta is a little stronger, it requires an aluminum foil or tin foil
something like that, and finally the gama rays are the penetrating
rays that require steel and concrete. Natural occurring you have
these types of radiation everyday. Radiation is something you all
don't realize but we all live with it from day to day, a normal
person in the U.S. has a normal, the amount of radiation they
receive in a year is somewhere around 360 millirems. Rems is a
unit of radiation, millirems is a unit of radiation. It can be
called anything _ut millirems is what the scientists use it to
measure by. I wi11 just refer to it as units of radiation. The
average person receives about 360 units of radiation per year.
This radiation comes from a number of different sources, from the

soil, from the rocks, from cosmic radiation, from everyday
activity, such as airline flights, watching colored TV, standing
beside our microwave when its cooking food. So, the average person
receives about 360 units, and if you look at the NRC has
regulations about how much radiation the public can receive,
additional radiation the public can receive by living next to a
Nuclear station, and that regulation states that if someone wants
to sit on the boundary of the nuclear plant or facility, then they
could receive no more than 25 units of radiation within one year.
That means that person sits there 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year. If he sits there the whole time, he would not
receive more than 25 units, that is the regulatory unit, the actual
unit that is measured at these reactors at the plants and
facilities are considerably less than that. Sometimes you are
talking somewhere between one additional unit if that person sat
there on that fence for a whole full year he would receive only one
additional unit of radiation, so it is really a small,
insignificant amount of additional radiation by living next to a
nuclear plant. There is also some strict requirements for the
workers who work at the nuclear facility, there are regulatory
limits on how much they can receive, the facility is always
monitoring these individuals to make sure they don't exceed those
safety regulatory limit. It is a very controlled type of work
environment to ensure that you don't go over the so called safe
limit that exists. I guess, let's step back a moment, let's put
that one unit of radiation or that 25 units that are allowed, into
perspective. Basically if you took an hour flight across country



you would receive about 3 to 5 units of radiation flying across

country basically because you are closer to the sun, you would pick

up the additional 5 units of radiation. The normal x-ray, if you

had a medical x-ray you are somewhere in the 5 to I0 units of

radiation, additional radiation would come from something like

that. As you can see, it is a very small amount of radiation that
would be received.

How much radiation would it take to kill you?

A normal lethal dose of radiation is somewhere between 500,000

to 1,000,000 units of radiation is what is considered a lethal

dose, if someone was exposed to that much radiation, then the

chances are that they would die within a few days. There is

different levels of radiation, we are talking normal of what has
been measured at nuclear facilities is somewhere around one unit of

radiation at the boundary of the sight. The legal limit for that

boundary is 25 units of radiation. You and I receive normal

background radiation, somewhere in the 350 to 400 units per year.

If you go up, you know when they are treating cancer and giving

chemotherapy, chemotherapy is a form of radiation and a normal

patient who is exposed to the chemotherapy treatment, they receive

around 100,000 units of radiation. There are some noticeable

results because of it, they may lose their hair or become sick.

So, in this case it is not a lethal situation in this case, they do

recover, so that is 100,000 then when you get up to 500,000 to

1,000,000 units of radiation that is when you receive or approach

the lethal amount of radiation. That is a wide range. There are

ways to control radiation and it is basically by the concept of

time, distance, and shielding. If you have a radiation source, and

which you certainly know it is there when you are a worker at a

nuclear facility, then what you do is you stay away from that

source, unless you have to be in the area. If you do have to @o

into the area, you distance is important, the further away you

stand the radiation does dissipate quickly. Also, you can put

something between you and that source, whether it is protective

! clothing workers may have to wear to maybe rapping up pop in lead

blankets if there is a radiation source in that pop. There is just

a lot--time, distance, and shielding is the basic philosophy on how

to go about protecting and shielding yourself from radiation.

How long does this stay in your system?

Radiation is in everyone's system, everybody has radiation to

associate with. I am receiving radiation from you by just sitting

in the car with you. If you are exposed to some types of radiation

may stay in your system longer than others, it just varies on what

type of radiation that you might have in your system, but that is

one thing that these facilities--and I am sure you will see it

tomorrow--when you go into the facilities they will put you in some

equipment, it is called a body burden analysis, basically what that

does is you will go inside this room and they have these detectors

and they will basically check the radiation you have in your body

when you go into th_ plant. When you come out, you will go back
through that facility and they'll go check again and then you can

see the difference. What we will be doing and what--there is no

real change in a persons--it is just a safety precaution--a way to

document that no one picked up any internal radiation or



contamination while they were inside the plant. It is, the workers
are closely monitored that would be working around some of this
material.

Why do people always acquaint a nuclear bomb with a nuclear
plant?

I think a lot of it is the perception of nuclear, I think
overall that nuclear industry may have been guilty of not

promoting, not having an outreach program so that the general
public could understand what a nuclear facility is. I think it is
3ust a nuclear perception that people automatically draws when you
say something nuclear. I think it goes back to people's minds,
nuclear bombs, and things like that, but the commercial nuclear
industry is definitely something different. There is no way that
spent fuel can explode, blow up, or anything like that, like some
people look at a nuclear bomb, and think here we are talking about
the same thing. It is totally separated and I think the biggest
problem is 3ust the level of understanding with nuclear and. . •

What plan of the United States handles nuclear military and
weapons? Storage?

There are several defense installations around, Savannah
River Plant in South Carolina, the Hanford Plant up in Washington
state, the Nevada test sight in Nevada, there are several others
but nothing that will be--the spent fuel that will be at the MRS
itself will be only from the commercial nuclear reactors in the
U.S., there will be no defense type waste that will be stored at
the MRS, and all of the spent fuel that will be stored at the MRS
is solid there will be no liquid waste of any type stored. It is
all solid and above ground, it will be in the same geometrical
arrangement, it will be in the fuel assemblies will be intact as
they are before they go into the reactor.

So if they had an accident, say a plane crashed into one of
the storage facilities, you could contain that immediately.

Yes, in some of the design perimeters are such that they would
encompass something such as a crash. The facility may not be
designed directly for a crash but some of the sizemic perimeters or
the missile perimeters that, that is the design basis for the
storage units themselves, could encompass or could envelope the
impact of a plane crash and it would not split apart or release the
radiation. Again if it did, you have your time, distance, and
shielding and there is some safety, you have buffers all around the
facility to ensure that the radiation does not get offside any
harmful doses.

Is there such thing as an ideal storage facility?
Well we think the MRS is one. I mean it is a very passive

facility, there is no high pressure systems involved, it is not a
complex facility, it basically serves three or four functions: to
receive the spent fuel, to store the spent fuel, to retrieve the
spent fuel, and to transport the spent fuel to the final
repository_ There is no real systems that so forth, there is no
effluence that will be released from the MRS's facility other than

your standard effluence that you have with any industrial complex,
the sewage the water, there is no processed type of effluence that
will be released from the facility.

• If we can jump back a little bit, now those military



installations, are their storage facilities different from a
commercial MRS?

Yes, a lot cf the military and a lot of the waste is stored at

the military facilities or some (??ice liquid??} place. If the

liquid place has now been solidified through a process called

verification, this is basically where you mix the waste, and then

through a process make glass logs out of it, and the waste is then

encapsulated in the glass leg. Also, the military storage
facilities do not fall under the NRC the nuclear Iegulatory

commissions authority or oversight. The MRS facility is the first

facility in which DOE has developed which could be licensed through

the NRC, and this licensing means that the NRC will oversee the

development facility, this includes the design, the sight selection

process or the sight characterization process, the construction of

the facility, the operation of the facility, and the commissioning

of the facility. So, the NRC will be involved in the regulatory

role oversight all through the life of the MRS facility. This is

something that is never been done before for a DOE facility before.

The NRC has been the regulating body for the commercial reactors

for the last 30 to 35 years and the commercial reactor industry

itself has an exemplary safety record and they are very stringent

and fair organization. Their sole purpose is to ensure the safe

operation and development and decomminishing of the nuclear

facilities. They take their role very seriously.

Explain about turbine, nuclear-turbine energy.
Basically, the way nuclear energy is produced, the way you

produce electricity is to make steam, and the steam is used to turn
the turbines. There is different ways to make steam, coal plants

make steam by burning coal, heating the water, making the steam,

turning the turbine. A nuclear plant uses the heat from the fusion

processes, when the fuel assemblies are in the reactor vessel, and

the conditions are such that fusion begins, then as these fusion

particles, as fusion goes on then it produces heat, as the neutrons

collide with each other, then heat is produced. When you get

enough of these collisions it produces enough heat, that it will

heat up the water that circulates around these fuel assemblies.

Now, the water that circulates over the fuel assemblies is not

allowed to boil, it is kept under pressure and the heat is

transferred to the water and it goes above the boiling point--

inside a reactor vessel you could typically be looking at 600

degrees fariegnhieght--but the water would not be boiling. That

loop of water is continuously circling around, it is called the

primary loop, it circulates around and goes through in the

pressurized water reactor. This primary loop of coolant we call
it, it is around the fuel assemblies themselves goes through what

is called a steam generator. A steam generator is just a big
vessel that has a number of small tubes in it. This water is

circulating through the small tubes, now there is a secondary group

of water that is also circulating through the steam generator.

That loop of water is not under high pressure, and that water heats

up and turns to steam. Now that steam is fed through what is

called the turbine. The turbine is like a windmill, as the steam

goes across the turbine blades it causes the turbine to rotate, and

as the turbine rotates it turns what is called the generator, which

=

°



is just a lot of coil and magnet and it produces electricity which
is sent out over the transmission lines to the customers and so
forth. Then this loop of water, this secondary loop of water that
goes through the turbine, turns the generator, and is cooled by a
third loop called the coolant loop, which is water brought in from
a lake or the river or wherever the plant is located. This water
circulates around the--it goes into what is called the condenser,
and then the condenser the secondary coolant loop and the outside
coolant loop circulates in the condenser and lt cools that water
back down that has been heated up in the secondary loop, and then
the coolant water from the lake is discharged back into the lake
and then the secondary loop goes back through the steam generator
and the heat is transferred and steam is formed once again. So,
there is basically three loops of water: the primary loop inside
circulating around the reactor vessel into the steam generator, the
secondary loop which circulates through the steam generator, turns
the steam, goes through the turbine, goes to the condenser where it
is cooled by another loop of water that is from the outside from
the lake or the river which condenses the steam back to water and
then it feeds it back into the steam generator.

Now, you know that first MRS concept you explained yesterday,
it was -I forget the name they called it-it seemed like it was
parallel, I forget the name. The type of storage.

Horizontal storage modules. Right now we have just completed
what is celled the conceptual design phase for the MRS facility.
During this phase, what we concentrated on was the existing
technologies that were licensed that could be implemented--existing
storage facilities that were licensed--have a proven safety record
which could be used at a HRS facility. There are six such storage
technologies available: the concrete vertical casks, the metal
vertical casks, the horizontal storage module, the modular vault
method (used at Fort Saint Brain), transportable storage
canister/casks, wet pools (used at reactors today). Ali of these
storage technologies provide a safe and efficient way of storing
spent fuel. At this point in time, no decision has been made on
which one of these storage technologies will be used at an MRS
facility. One of the reasons that this decision hs3 not been made,
is that wo wculd like for the host to have some input to which one
that they feel most comfortable with, the one they think that the
community would benefit most from, so right now EH would work and
it is just a matter of waiting until a host will show us or
indicate which preference they may have.

What are the NRC specifications for a MRS type?
Basically the NRC really doesn't get into how thick the

concrete has to be, they give you the requirements on what the_

facility has to be designed for. What scenarios you have to look
for is Four design base, the earthquakes, that ,Cs Jouth pacific
based, or whether your facility is based you have to design a
facility so that the worst possib_,_ earthquake would not damage or
result in losses of radiation off site. You also have to look at

things such as missile impacts. These things are the type things
that really dictate how thick the concrete. The NRC says you will

= design this and in doing that design you will come up with the
thickness of the concrete. Also, the thickness of the concrete is



set by shielding purposes if you are inside a transfer facility for
the actual thickness of the wall from an earthquake standpoint may

only dictate a one foot wall but because of shielding exposure and
so forth that may dictate a three foot wall. NRC gives you these

guidelines as far as what the facility must be designed for and

gives you guidelines as far as radiation control and allowable
limits for workers and for the public safety and health, so that is

what sets the thickness of safety for the walls and such.

The basic concept of an MRS then would be to receive, store,

and transport to a permanent site.
That is correct. They will be monitored all of the time.

There will be radiation monitors that will be placed permanently

around the facility, plus you will have some monitoring going on--

individuals may go out once or twice a day and have a hand held

monitor where they would be monitoring a select areas of the plant

so monitoring will be done continuously. These records are kept

and they are reviewed by everyone from the host, the state, the

NRC, the owners of the facility, so these records are kept and

closely watched. That is another thing with this process, the

negotiating process we have now, it gives an avenue for the host to
have a lot of input and oversight to the operations of the

facility. In developing these negotiating agreements, you could

basically dictate what type of oversight you wanted. You may want

an independent group whether it be a university, or a local

environmental farm, or whatever, you could have them also do

monitoring at the facility and checking to satisfy yourself that

everything is operating correctly, that could be an additional

level oversight that could be negotiated into the agreement.
Where is the headquarters for the NRC?

The NRC is based in Washington D.C., they have an office that

is up in Maryland, it isn't far from the D.C. area and that is

definitely someone that we have had other grant applicants who have

been interested in the feasibility in hosting an MRS facility. WE

have taken field trips to the NCR and allow you to discuss their

oversight role and t_at is something that is certainly an option in
this case.

Is there any way that you can contact the NRC and tell them

that we are interested in it?

Oh, yes, and the NRC is willing to work with us and set up

: these tours. At any time let us know and we could set these up.

They have a manual, is there any way we can get a copy of

their rules and regulations?

Yes, and they publish what is called the Code of Federal

Regulations. This is where most of their rules and regulations

are, and for the storage part of the MRS, the applicable rule is

IOCRF72, and that is something I can get to you. It says that they
" are viable for the storage facility and the regulations it has to

meet. I will get you a copy of that. A 10CFR72 covers a storage,

10CFR71 covers the transportation aspects of spent fuel, there is

different regulations and rules for the two areas.

Of course, we would have to get in touch with the EPA also.

Yes, the EPA and the NRC work together on some of the

environmental type regulations, but the EPA does set the

environmental regulations that are there in place, they set most of

m



them really.
Does each state have an EPA and NCR office?
No, basically each state doesn't have an NCR office, and as

far as I know they don't have an EPA. The NRC will serve, let's
take the MRS for example, it is anticipated that the NRC has
regional offices, they divide the country up into about eight
regional offices to ten offices, but then in those regional offices
they have direct responsibility for the nuclear facilities in their
region. During the development in the MRS facility, you would have
a lot of interaction with those regional offices as well as with
the headquarters which is based in Washington D.C. The
headquarters in Washington is where the license application is
submitted, and that is where they review the license application--I
will get to the license application process in just a second--so,
you will be dealing with both the regional office and the
headquarters office in D.C., now during the development or
construction phase of the MRS facility the NRC will have resident
inspectors to oversee what is going on during the construction
phase. They will also be there during the operation phase to make
sure that the plant facilities are operating according to their
regulations. They have shut-down authority if you are not
operating according to their regulations and that is it. They shut
you down until they are satisfied that you have corrected the
problem. So, they will have onsite resident inspectors that will
be doing this. Let me digress a little, back to the licensing
process. The licensing process for a nuclear facility takes a lot
of time. Basically, there is a few steps you must go through in
the licensing process. Right now we are not into a licensing
process, once a site is identified, and a host has been identified
that is willing to host the MRS facility, then we will go an do
what is called site characterization activities. What this means,
is we have to go and gather data on that site, environmental data,
a site specific sizemic information, hydrological data, and
meteorological data. We have to know everything there is to know
about that site. Once that is know, we have to develop two major
documents as part of the license application. One of the ma_or
documents is called the safety analysis report, it is a technical
document that describes the MRS facility, how it is envisioned, you
have to progress in the design phase to a level of design that you
can describe in this document. The systems are important to safety
and health. You have to develop this safety analysis report which
is basically a description of the facility, and you have to
describe how the facility will operate. The NRC will take this
document and review it along with an gIS (Environmental Impact
Statement), this is the impacts the facility will have on the
environment, from any where from air quality, to water quality, to
birds, fish, to cultural impacts on the existing community and so
forth. So, these two document_ go into the NRC for review. During
thls review period the NRC has up to 36 months to review the
license application. During these 36 months there is nothing that
can be done. You can not start construction of an MRS facility
until the NRC has issued a license to construct and operate. Once
the NRC has reviewed these documents and there is a few other
documents you have your decommissioning plan, the emergency



preparness plan, security and safeguards plan. There is 8 or I0
different documents actually submitted as part of this license
application. Once the NRC has reviewed these documents, and they
have satisfied themselves that this is a safe facility, and it can
be operated in a safe manner, and it will not have detrimental
impacts on the environment then they issue a license to construct
and operate. Up until that time nothing can be done at the site
itself. Like I say NRC has up to 36 months to do a review, and it
is hard to say whether they will need that full 36 months or not.
There is a lot of variables in there, but they don't issue a
license until they have satisfied themselves that it is a safe
facility. So, then once the license is issued, you can break
ground and start construction on the MRS facility, and the current
plan is that the initial construction period for the MRS facility
is approximately 18 months, and then that construction may continue
on for another year to 18 months before you have a finished MRS.
That is basically the licensing process.

How long is the license good for?
The license is good for 40 years. That is the standard NRC

license for this type of facility. There is the option to go in
for a license extension after that 40 year license is up. This
extension is not granted automatically. What you have to do is go
back and prove the facility is safe to continue operating for
another whatever the license extension is that you are seeking
whether it is 10 years or 20 years you have to prove that it can
still be operated in a safe manner during those years. Also, there
is a lot of public input at this point, as far as public hearings
and so forth to take into account of whether or not this facility
is safe. All these are merged together to determine whether you
get any license. The license process I just explained, there will
be a lot of public interaction at that time. There will be a lot
of open meetings where you will get a lot of public involvement
where the NRC will hear a lot of issues and so forth of a community
or state or whatever it may have and all of these are combined on
whether to grant a license or not.

Can they revoke your license?
Yes, at any time if you are not operating at the facility in

the guidelines of their regulations then they have shut-down
authority where they can shut the facility down and if the problem
is not corrected to their satisfaction, they can then revoke the
license.

So, there is a difference between shut-down and revoking.
Yes, it is a matter of whether or not they are having some

corrective actions going on. There is a distinction between the
two, they give the operator time to correct any problems they may
have to their satisfaction.

What if you have gone for 10 years and suddenly decide you
don't want to go anymore?

Well, a lot of that is set up to you and how you set up the
negotiating process. Are you talking about from a host standpoint?

Yes, That would have to be covered and addressed to your
satisfaction in the negotiating process. You can't have oversight
role or whatever or shut-down authority for the facility, but that
would have to be spelled out in the negotiating agreement.



So, that needs to be in there or you are bound to it.
Yes, unless the plan is operating outside the regulatory

limits and at that point the NRC would have the shut-down control,
but if the host wanted to have additional control then that would
have to be part of the negotiating agreement.

If the host puts additional stipulations on it, like more
security or thicker walls or whatever and then they quit complying
with what they said, but they are still within the NRC, is that
okay?

Weil, if the host sets the standards higher than the NRC
requirements and develop an agreement in such a manner then the
facility is bound to operate under those higher standards, if not
then the host could exercise their control on the facility as far
as discontinuing the operation or whatever. It is all in how you
set up this negotiating agreement. Could it be shut down? Yes, l
mean if you set that as a stipulation in the negotiated agreement
then it could be. It would be looked at as the same type of
binding agreement that there would be between them.

Could the federal government just take over a facility if they
had to?

The federal government can basically, you have to protect
yourself the best way you can. The federal government could always
declare an emergency and you know whatever and take over a
facility, but I think there are better ways to protect the hosts
interests and so forth in that situation during the negotiating
process.

The facility that we are going to see right now, what are some
of the problems that face that facility?

We are going to the Sub-Surrey nuclear station, Surrey plant
as far as I know, has no issues facing them today, it is a very
good plant and has operated for a number of years. I think that
the plant came on-line in the mid-1970's. It has had a very good
record. They are currently, one of the reasons we are going down
is to see the dr_ storage facility. They ran out of storage in
their spent fuel pool for their spent fuel and they have expanded
their storage facility onsite by adding dry storage out in the
yard. The technology I was mentioning ago, there is about 6
technologies in storing spent fuel today and they have chosen the
metal vertical casks and these casks are approximately 18 feet in
diameter and 16 feet tall and weigh between 110-120 tons, and the
spent fuel is somewhere between 20-24 fuel assemblies are put
inside these containers. In the fuel pool they are sealed and they
are transported from the fuel pool area to a concrete pad that is
inside a fenced-in area and the metal containers are sat there with
the spent fuel until the fuel is ready to be shipped off site to a
federal facility. It is a very passive system, as you will see
when we go out there, there is no services to the facility, there
is a fence around it, some lights, some powers for lights and
security cameras, but other than that there isn't _ any active
systems that is involved with the storage area. The only, probably
one time a day, a personnel walks out and walks around the
different storage containers to make sure that all of the air vents
aren't clogged, basically all of the storage technologies used in
circulating natural convection, cooling and basically all of the



cool air is drawn the bottom and circulated around the spent fuel
and is exhausted at the top of the storage module and this person
will walk around and check with a hand-held monitor, he will check
the radiation levels as well as ensure that these inlets and

outlets are not clogged. That is basically the only activity going
on out there, the spent fuel just sits there or out there in the
containers on the pads.

So are we going to see two types of storage?
You will see tomorrow, we will go inside the plant and you

will see the spent fuel pool, where the spent fuel is stored when
it comes straight out of the reactor. You will also see the dry
storage area, and the dry storage is when the spent fuel pool has
been filled up, then Virginia Power had to build more storage, so
instead of building more fuel pools, they decided to use what is
called dry storage, and that is when the spent fuel assemblies are
loaded inside these storage containers inside the pool the storage
containers are submerged in the pool remote handling will move the
spent fuel assemblies over and put them inside the storage
containers. The storage container, when it is filled up, it is
brought out of the pool, it is vacuumed dry and all of the moisture

" is drawn out of the container, it is back-filled with an inert gas
of helium or something like that, to insure that there is no
corrosion that will occur inside the container. Then it is sealed,
well first it is sealed and then it is filled with the gas, and
then it is moved out to this storage yard. So, the spent fuel is
actually stored in a dry environment, there is no moisture or
anything inside these containers.

Are those two options the MRS can have?
Yes, you could have a pool or the dry storage, but not both,

what we have been looking at is just one storage at the MRS to make
certain that it is compatible with the system. There is also a new
initiative underway that is just getting its momentum and that is
called the multi-purpose canister or the universal canister. Right
now as you will see tomorrow, these concrete casks and these metal
casks are big cask. They are too heavy and not licensed for
transport, so under the current scenario you would have to, say at
Virginia Power we were going to move the spent fuel that is in the
dry storage that is in the casks to the MRS facility. You could
just pickup these metal casks and take them to an MRS. You would
have to take the metal cask and go back to the fuel pool at Surrey,
submerge it back into the fuel pool and then you would transfer the
fuel assemblies from this metal storage cask to what is called a
transportation cask or transportation container that is licensed
for highway transport. Once that transport canister is loaded you
would bring it out of the pool and you would go through the same
dry storage and air back-fill as you did before, and then you would
seal it up and then you would ship it to the MRS facility. Once it
arrived at an MRS facility you would have to go inside what is
called a transfer facility. The difference between this transfer
facility and the one in the fuel pool is that the one at the MRS
will be a dry transfer whereas at the reactor you used what is
called a wet transfer where you submerge both the storage container
and the transportation casks into the pool, but at the MRS facility
you would bring the transportation casks in inside a closed



transfer cell, and with remote operations you would remove the fuel
assemblies from the transport container, move it over, and then
insert it into the storage technology that is used. Once the
storage technology container is filled up, you would seal it up and
transport it on site out to the storage area and leave it sitting
there until it was to be shipped to the repository. Now when it is
shipped to the repository, you basically have to go through the
same transfer steps, you have to brine the MRS storage container
back into the transfer cell, you have to transfer the spent fuel
from the storage container to another transport container and then
it would be sent to the repository. Once at the repository it
would have to be transferred from that transport container to its
waste package that it will ultimately be stored in. So, that is a
long winded discussion of all the steps, we can see that there is
a lot of handling sequences in that. Now in this new technology
that is being looked at or initiated called a universal canister,
what you would do is at the reactor you would take the fuel from
the fuel pool and store it inside, and you would load up a canister
in something like 20-21 assemblies would be inside this canister
and you would seal up this canister, and then you would seal it up.

...radiation at the surface, there is regulatory requirements
on how much radiation can be present on the surface and then how
much from a distance of 2 meters and so forth. Ali of these
technologies--their limits that they are constrained to are the
same. They all have to meet with those limits.

As it suits, the limits go lower, I mean the radiation level
goes lower. That is true. So, if you have one that is dropped way
down and you bring one up that is a little higher in does that make
the low one come back up?

No, it would just be like if you had something that had a
radiation of I0 units and one at a radiation of 5, it doesn't mean
that the 5 will go up to the 10, it means that inside that
container you would have the average of those two.

So, it doesn't pick radiation from something else.
No, the radiation is internal it is given off internally or

the majority of it is given off internally.
So, you measure in radiation though, like you got a gas tank

though, you have 20 gallons of gas. Someone asks you how much do
you have and you say 15 gallons. Okay, how much fills one of those
old containers?

Each fuel assembly contains about a half a ton of uranium so,
= What is the level of that uranium? Well, it differs on the age of

the fuel. When you talk about the radiation of the fuel, if you
look at just bare fuel assembly, and your fuel is something like 5
to 10 years old and has been out of the reactor about 5 to I0
years, your dose rate (the amount of radiation that is given off by
that assembly), is somewhere around 4 million units per hour m_ybe
the radiation dose rate that the assembly may be giving off. That
would be a lethal dose if it was not inside a shielded container or
you know if you do not take shielding precautions. So, if you have
10 year old fuel giving off something like 4 million units of
radiation per hour, now the regulatory limits are that outside
these containers on the surface, it can be no more than 200 units
of radiation per hour. So, the weight, the quantity of the spent



_uel inside the containers as well as the age of it and how it was
used, all goes into how much radiation is in the container.

In negotiations you can set the age of the spent fuel that you
take into your MRS, is that not correct.

Yes, right now the standard contract between the federal
government between the department of energy is that the fuel has to
be at least 5 years old or at least out of the reactor for at least
5 years before the federal government is required to accept it.

In negotiations can't you say I won't take it unless it is 10
years old?

Certainly, whatever you feel comfortable with could be a part
of the negotiations. As we talked yesterday, when the fuel first
comes out of the reactor vessel it has the most radiation

associated with it, and as it ages the radiation dissipates, but
that dissipation is real sharp. It loses 90_ of its radiation and
all in the first year or two. Really, the difference between 5
year old fuel and 10 year old fuel from a radiation standpoint is
not-there is a difference-but it is not that significant.

So the government has protected them in saying it has to be at
least 5 years old.

Yes and also why a major driver for a while why it had to be
5 years old is to design the storage modules and the transportation
containers, you have to have some boundary for what your design
conditions are. We know what the range of radiation level, what
the range is for heat for 5 year old fuel, so we can design the
different components of the system for that type of fuel.

In the MRS, how long are they designed to hold it before it is
moved to a permanent?

Well, you know the MRS facility would be licensed--you know
the storage containers would be licensed for the 40 year life of
the MRS facility, so you know. . .but they aren't going to hold it
for the full 40 years...well they may not hold it, they may hold
some of it, I don't think it will be. . .it will go both ways, some

: fuel will be held at the MRS for the 40 years, some fuel may just
pass through the MRS, a lot has to do with the scheduling for. . .

I thought the MRS was designed for a kind of "lay-over" for
the repository.

That is true, and one of the big benefits of the MRS is you
are able to consolidate shipments, but that is not to say that some
spent fuel that maybe put in storage at the MRS facility may not be
moved straight through to the repository after 2-5 years, but then
again it may. Also, you couldn't dictate constraints on how long
the fuel could stay there once the repository is operational, and
so forth in the negotiative agreement.

So there is going to be enough space in an MRS to almost keep
it as a repository would.

Well, the MRS has some limits set by _aw. The MRS up until
the repository is operational, ---right now, today there is

= approximately 20,000 metric tons of uranium that is stored at the
reactor sites today, that is 20,000 tons. The MRS by law can not
hold or store more than I0,000 metric tons until the repository
starts operation. Once the repository starts operating, then the
MRS limit increases to 15,000 tons, so 15,000 tons is the most bym

federal law that a MRS facility can store at one time. Now the



host can, if the host wanted to, increase that storage limit they
could or if they wanted to decrease it, they could. That is all
open to negotiations, but there is a finite amount of storage that
is allowed to be at the MRS facility.

And they can only be for 40 years.
Yes, well the MRS facility can operate for 40 years, that

doesn't mean, you know it is hard to say how long the fuel, if you
moved the fuel assembly in, or put a storage container out in the
storage area, how long it would actually stay there before it is
moved.

How long does the radiation stay on the spent fuel?
Weil, basically the repository, right now has to be designed

for a 10,000 year life. To isolate the spent fuel from the
environment for 10,000 years. Now, what is interesting is and it
varies based on how old the fuel is, or how in radiation it was and
so forth, but after about 600 years the radiation levels associated
with the spent fuel would be something equivalent with the natural
radiation levels are when you mine radiation today.

How do they know that?
These are some projections, I mean no one has dealt with spent

fuel for 600 years, but it is a very well understood science and
these are the projections based on the dissipation of the radiation
levels and so forth that we do know today, that we have measured
that around 600 years the radiation level in the spent fuel
assemblies would be reduced to its equivalent to the natural
radiation in uranium mining.

Looking at it for our kids, or our grandkids, if we take in
some of this radiation in these modules, 40 years down the road
this thing is due for the license to run out, it's not us, we're
gone it is our kids and grandkids who have to deal with it. What
if they have the limit the 15 or whatever, and there is not a
repository where they can get rid of it, what is going to happen?

What you have to do, and this is another place where the
negotiate agreement comes in, basically there is a lot of things
that a host can do to make it such that there would have to be

another place to move it to. You could put economic penalties and
so forth in the negotiative agreement that would escalate so high
that the federal government would have to do something else with
the spent fuel instead of leaving it at an MRS facility. It all
goes back to the agreement, and how it is set up and so forth, but
there are ways to protect yourself in that situation.

When we get into this, the more that you understand it, it
seems like the more questions and the deeper involved they get.

That is good, that is what this phase of the program is all
about. To encourage a potential or grant applicant to study what
an MRS facility is and t_ study what radiation is and to make an

= informed decision on whether a facility such as this is something
that you would want to host. That is the whole intent of this
voluntary negotiate siding process that we are in now is to--it is
a fact finding mission and to satisfy yourself that. . .Number one-

is the facility is a safe facility, as you heard today in the
meeting, if you can not satisfy yourself that an MRS facility would
be a safe facility then you should drop it now. That is a



paramount question that you have to decide for yourself.
Do most people once they have seen these and have been

educated and all of this stuff, do they believe what is said, I
know you have your radicals that are never going to believe it even
if the geiger counter is around their neck and it never moves, but
do most people come around and believe the technology, and lock at
all of the results and believe them?

Yes, I think they do, you know we could talk about this a lot
in meetings and so forth, but until you can go out and see a
facility like we will tomorrow, it is hard to visualize what we are
talking about, and I think once people actually see the facilit_
and what we are talking about, one of the biggest comments is "is
this all there is to it," and seeing the thing live and being able
to focus on the thing we have been talking about, once people get
more involved and more informed then they are able to make an
informed decision, and I think this decision--and it has been
documented, a number of these reports that have been developed by
these grant applicants in this program. There is nave" a problem,
we always feel like it is a safe facility. They really don't have
a safety issue with it, it's more of a political issue than a
safety issue once you have studied the process.

What about an educational video, kind of like a home video,
where people go out and they see it and you are videoing them
seeing it, would that be beneficial in educating a tribe, because
you can't the tribe to the site, so would that be the next best?

Yes, and that has been done by a number of applicants also.
There is a number of tapes out there, and I will try to get some to
you that some of the other tribes have made, and some of the other
communities have made at these facilities interviewing different
people, and that is a beneficial way of getting the message to the
community about what is being studied. Also as you say, seeing is
believing, and the more people, I know that you can't take everyone
on a facility field trip, but the more people you can involve and
take to a facility the better off the things are and the more the
community learns about the process. Also surrounding communities
extend the region of influence and invite others to see the
facilities too.

What about the public broadcasting networks on TV, how do you
go about getting them to show this kind of stuff?

I'm not sure how you do that. I do know that the department
of energy does have some of these closed circuit educational
programs that they are able to transmit, and we can check into that

= and see what it takes to actually get something like this on the
air so people could see it in their homes.

A lot of people watch channels like the Discovery channels,
: and if things could be put on those channels just little short

clips and expose people to this stuff; everybody associates it with
the mob or these bad movies that are made about it, the China
Syndrome, why can't they put out on some of these educational
stations, videos that shows the charts and the drawings like you
had yesterday, very elementary, big in size, that would make people
a little more trusting and receptive.

That is a difficult question, I . . .but is there a department
that even handles the education that we could talk to?



Yes, there is a couple we have, the department of energy has
the office of public affairs and the external relations groups that
are involved in this type things, so we can discuss this with them.
I am not real familiar with---what you are saying is exactly right
and I don't have any specifics on why it's something like that. It
hasn't been done, or whether or not it can be done, but I would
think it.. •

It seems to me that the U.S. government and the department of
energy, or somebody would want to put this on say once a week on
the discovery channel, just repetition to get people used to it,
and just throw it in there once a week, something about nuclear
materials, the safety of them maybe. These facilities are going to
come around, just some elementary general information that would
kind of take some of the scare out of it. It seems that the

government would want to do that to me.
That is a good point and we will surely have some more

meetings with the department of energy and all and we can maybe
contact some of these groups.

It will be no problem to get permission from the DOE to put on
a small miniproduction would it?

No, basically with the grant funding and so forth that is your
money and however you see fit to use it in this educational phase
is up to you.

Because I have a plan for a miniproduction, and I wanted to go
with a more diversified movie production, and include this MRS
project. I have all the personnel together, the script and
concept, and the technical personnel, after I see this facility
over here, what do you think if you look at a facility like this
and you build your own facility out of cardboard box just for movie
purposes, do you think a facility like this would object to us
using their style?

No, I don't think they would, are you talking about the
storage style, and everything, and also there are models available
that we could--something similar to the stuff that you saw today
that have already been put together that we could loan to you or
give to you based on if we have any more process. . •

It would be nice if we could get your help, if we were going

to make a production, but I have an interesting concept. . •

The little rods, do they ali have the little springs in them?
and how big are they, and what about the rods?

- As you saw today, nuclear fuel is in the pellet form and the
pellet is approximately 1/2 inch in length and maybe the size of a
pencil eraser is what they look like. Then you take these ceramic
pellets of uranium and stack them end on end in these metal rods.

that are approximately 12 feet long. It takes about 200 pellets
per rod, and then there will be some gap at the end of the rod
itself where you put the springs to make sure that the pellets stay
confined within those fuel rods. So, the fuel is always solid in
form. The ceramic pellets never change form even when they are in
the reactor undergoing and being subjected to the 600 degree
temperatures at sometime approaches in the reactor vessel. These
pellets stay in the ceramic form and do not turn to liquid. As
they go in there is a physical form that they will stay during the



whole life of the fuel assembly.
How does it work? You put the pellets in the rod and put the

springs on each end but then what do you do with the rod?
As you saw today you take those individual rods and you bundle

them £ogether to form a fuel assembly. There is about 200 rods,

200 pellets in a rod and 200 rods in an assembly. These are all

bundled together and the assembly is of course 12 feet long and it
is about 12 inches square in cross sections.

So that was an actual assembly sitting on the table.

Yes, it was a cut-away, it was the actual size it just wasn't

the full 12 feet long.

In the assembly, there are great big springs on the ends of

it?

No, that is just how the assembly is measured on the inside of

the reactor vessel. That is just how they are supported inside the

reactor vessel. What happens is once you take these individual

assemblies and load them inside the reactor vessel and the number

200 comes up again because there is about 200 of these assemblies
that will be in the reactor vessel at any one time. Now once you

put these assemblies inside the reactor vessel there are what are
called control rods which is lowered down into the assembly when it

goes in. That sort of absorbs the neutrons so the fusion process
can not start. The fusion process is when the neutrons start

flying off of the--you are splitting the neutrons, it is like a

friction type thing, and when it hits it the friction causes heat
and that is what heats up the water and so forth. When the

conditions are such that you remove the control rods and you have

water around the fuel assemblies and the fuel to act as a moderator

then you have this chain reaction occurring which causes the
neutrons to be sent off, and friction causes it to heat up.

You were saying that they put a rod that activates it down
there.

They have what is called a control rod, it is in the assembly

they have control rods, there are multiple control rods, and when

they are inserted into the assembly and the fuel assembly is in the

reactor vessel, then they absorb some of the neutrons that have

been split off. When those rods are removed, that allows the

neutron collisions to continue, and reach what is called critical

mass, where you have a self-sustaining chain reaction, and that is

when you have the bombardment of the different neutrons and so

forth that produces heat. Then, the way you shut down a reactor is

that you insert those control rods back into the fuel assemblies
and then that absorbs the neutrons and it reduces the collisions
and cools down.

But it does kind of hum in there with ali of the vibration.

There is really not that much vibration in the reactor vessel

itself, lt is just particles colliding with one another, the

humming you hear is from around the plant really has a lot to do
with the steam lines and the turbines and so forth, but it is not

with the fusion that is going on inside the reactor.

The uranium is what makes the radiation or what?

New fuel assemblies when you put them in, before they are put

- into the reactor is not that radioactive. You and I could walk up

and touch one of them. If you go through the Westinghouse Fuel



Fabrication plant where they are making--you know there is no

special precautions the workers have to have to handle with them,
now once you put them in the reactor and start this fusion process,
it _hanges the makeup of the fuel itself and during this change it
creates radioactive isotopes and so forth during the fusion

process, splitting of atoms and so forth, and this by-product of
this fusion process is actually what is radioactive. That is what
stays with--causes the radioactivity of the spent fuel for years to
cone.

Zt kills cells, isn't that what it does?
Radiation, if you had fuel exposed to a certain level of

radiation it can kill them.
And that's what kills you and always will.
It is just like with radiation therapy on cancer patients.

You give them the therapy and you may lose some hair or become
sick, that is killing of the cells, but you know there is a
threshold for if you receive up to a certain amount of radiation
you know that it has no real impact on the cells or on the persons
health. It is just that these high doses of high levels of
radiation that you have this impact and like I said before,

everybody is exposed to radiation on a daily basis and it is just
the level of radiation that you are exposed to.

So, that little rod is the actual little rod there is just so
many of them and just so many of them put together is what makes
all that, you would not think anything that little would produce
that much.

That little simulated fuel pellet that you held today, that

produces an equivalent amount of energy equal to one time of coal.
The heat produced from that little pellet has an equivalent heat
value of one ton of coal.

One of those units, one of the 200 rods put together and then
the 200 put together in the thing, how long does one of those last?

You remove about a third of those 200 fuel assemblies about

every 18 months. So, once you put a new fuel assembly in a
reactor, it will stay in there approximately 3 years before you
will remove it.

It will last about 3 years, but every 18 months it gets a new
boost.

Yes, and what you try to do is move the fuel or balance the
energy across the reactor the new fuel you put on the outside,
further away from the center reactor and then the older fuel you
move toward the center. So, what you are trying to do is balance
the energy profile across the reactor.

Is the reactor what absorbs what is going on inside and takes
it on out? Is that what the reactor is?

The reactor is a big vessel with thick walled steel vessel,
and it houses th_ fuel assemblies and the primary cooling that
circulates around it. lt does absorb some of the radiation given_

off by the fusion reaction.
It will actually take the as in the storage, it will be like

rotating batteries.
Yes, every 18 months each reactor will shut down for what is

called refueling. During this process it will take out
app,.oximately one third of the fuel assemblies that is in the



reactor, move them to the spent fuel pool and then put a third new
fuel assemblies in.

Is there always 200 of those in a. . •

lt varies based on the design of the reactor, so there are two

or three different reactor suppliers/vendors that have designed

these. The 200 is within plus or minus I0% of all of them.

The one we are going to see tomorrow, it is the liquid, and

the water?

Yes, the type we will see tomorrow is the liquid, there are

two types of reactors: one is the pressurized water reactor (PWR),
that is the one that we will see tomorrow, it is basically--you

keep the primary coolant under pressure so that it doesn't boil
that is around the fuel assemblies; the other type of reactor is

called a boiling water reactor (BWR),

We aren't talking about storage we are talking about reactors.

We are talking about reactors. There is nothing like this,

there is no liquids, no boiling, no critical mass, no chain

reaction, nothing like that in storage. This is only in reactors,

the boiling water reactors actually boils the water that is around

the fuel assemblies, whereas the PWR keeps that water under

pressure so that it doesn't boil. That is the difference in the

two, and the fuel assemblies are different. Most of the reactors
in this country are PWR, there is only a small percentage that is

BWR.

Why the boiling water, just because of the heat that is coming
off? It really doesn't serve a purpose?

It is just the way the reactor was designed. I am not sure of

the concept behind it, but instead of keeping the water under

pressure, see in a boiling water reactor you don't have two loops
that circulate in water. You have the primary loop that is

circulating around the fuel assemblies themselves and it is boiling

and then you have the cooling water circulating around that boiling

water to cool it back off. Now in a pressurized water reactor you

have three units/loops of water: the primary loop-real hot, 600

degrees, but it is kept under pressure and is prevented from

boiling, then it goes to the steam generator and is passed to what
is called the secondary loop-where heat is transferred from the

primary loop to the secondary loop, and the secondary loop is
allowed to boil and form steam,

None of that is ever released.

No, it is all contained. Around these reactors we will not go
inside the containment building and the reactor vessel is housed

itself inside a building called the containment building, lt is a

large structure walls 3 foot thickness, and it is air tight, it is
sealed up and when the reactor is operating, you really can't go
inside the containment building. Inside the containment building

it is designed to contain any worst case accident scenario of

radiation, that is the engineers safeguard around the reactor to

insure that if an accident did occur that if an accident did occur,

then the radiation and so forth could be isolated inside that

containment building and not harmed the environment or the general

public or the workers. All this--the MRS is totally different from
this system, it is a totally passive system, there is no

pressurized systems there is no boiling water it is a very passive



system.
Didn't you have cultures on the water yesterday? And can we

get pictures of that?
The different loops in the water. We sure did, and I can get

you pictures of that. It is hard to explain ali of these loops
without the pictures. Maybe we have something in the folders, and

maybe we have a black and white picture or something, or I can draw

you a little diagram and help. We can get you _ome of those

pictures.
The thing we haven't discussed a lot is the MRS facility and

what would gc with it. Like I said the purpose of the MRS and the

functions :_f the MRS facility are to receive spent fuel, to

transfer spent fuel to a storage mode, to store spent fuel, and to

transfer spent fuel back to transportation mode to be taken to the

repository. In doing all of this there are some other facilities
that could be and are planning on being co-located with _he MRS

facility. One of these are calling the cask maintenance facility.
This is where after you make a shipment with a transportation cask,

these casks will have to go through these casks maintenance

facilities periodically once a year, or whatever the requirements

are for inspections and so forth, so this is a facility where you

would actually be doing some inspection type work, and all on the

transportation carks, and any type of small repairs that are

necessary. In addition to all of this, you have to develop a
communications system. One of the requirements that we are

operating under, is that you must maintain contact and know where
ali of these shipments and so forth are at ali times. So, there is

" some satellite communications systems and communication systems

that will be constructed in order to track these shipments as they-

are coming to tna MRS facility. Then there could always be a spin

off type of businesses, there could be nuclear training facilities,
and so forth bill, that could train the workers for the MRS

facilities as well as other nuclear type of worker. There is

potential for a lot of different types of spin off industry, both
nuclear related and some that aren't, that may come along with a

MRS facility_ MRS facility is divisioned to take the construction

workforce for the MRS facility, ,_ %s divisioned to be somewhere

between 1000 to 1200 to 1500 people peak, it will probably average_

at 700 people, and we are probably looking at an overall

construction period of around 3 years. Right now with the current

: operation modes and storage modes that are being contemplated, the

operating staff for the MRS facility will range between 450 to 500

people. Ali of these are preliminary numbers based on conceptual
design as we see the MRS facility now. Once the repository becomes

- operating, the workforce may go up more at the MRS facility because
not only will we be receiving and storing fuel we will also be

shipping fuel to the repository. That 500 employees may go up to
700. In the business opportunities study that we gave you today,

it identifies the type jobs that we anticipate being available at

the MRS facility, and breaks them down between management,

technical staff, clerical, the whole gauntlet of jobs. We
__-_ on,u _e +_ _^_= +_ h_ qll I_H _nm local

ti Ipate .....
- workforce. There are some 20% jobs that may require specialized

- degrees, but the 80% percent of the jobs could be filled by local

_



workforce. This is a hightech, type job, this isn't something
somebody could basically walk in off of the street and go to work.
It would require some training, and some specialized training, and
all o_ this could be set up such that you could develop these
training facilities prior to the operation of the MRS facility and
then once MRS comes operational the workers would be trained to go
to work. This can be set up through the negotiating agreement, and
you could have stipulations about when and what type of training
will be available to your community that ultimately hosts the MRS
facility. These jobs would make it so that an individual could
work at a number of different typ_ jobs and wouldn't be limited to
an MRS type facility if he took the training. He would be well
suited for other type industries and so forth.

Does the facility we are going to see, what is the name of
that again?

It is the Surry nuclear station. It is one of the nuclear
stations that Virginia power and operates. I am not real sure of
the--I think the facility came on-line in the early 1970's, and it
is a two unit reactor. I am sure they will give us a lot more
specifics on the plant itself tomorrow.

Do you think it is possible that we could get a policy and
procedure regarding the employees of the plant?

As far as the operating procedure?
Like when you get hired, lt has a policy and procedure,

termination, unemployment.
We can ask. I am not sure what their policies are. I do know

some of the policies that we do have at some of our nuclear
stations which we will see tomorrow.

How much do they get paid an hour?
It varies on the job, but I'd say an average of between--this

is the mid-level jobs and they don't require any specialized
degrees or anything--probably between 12-16 dollars an hour range.
Our Okonee nuclear station has three units, and I think we employ
somewhere around 2,000 people at that plant. The MRS isn't that
big of a facility and wouldn't require that big of an operating
staff, about 500 people or so is what we are looking at for the
MRS. I think that the business opportunity study has some salary
arrangements also which goes along with these different
classifications of jobs. You will have everything from technicians

: to security to managers to clerical, just the whole gamey. It is
all spelled out.

- The job descriptions.
- Yes, in the titles and so forth are such that you can

understand what the jobs are.
We need a break down and they basically work 40 hours per

week, or is it a. . .
What we envision is initially, until the repository starts

operating, the workforce, it would be 40 hours a week, at probably
two shifts a day 5 days a week. Once the repository comes on-line
we start shipping fuel to the repository, then I think that the
workforce will increase and we will add another shift and start
working 24 hours, three shifts per day, and maybe seven days per

- week. There is a lot of what if's in there now, and a lot will be
based on the final design of the facility, but conceptually there



is a possibility to going three shifts a day, around the clock
operation, but that would be on down the road if that occurred.

Do they anticipate a decrease or only an increase of their
employees?

There is some limits as far as, a moment ago I talked about
the limits for the amount of fuel to be stored at the MRS, there is
also limits on the amount of fuel that can be incoming to the MRS.
The first year of operation, there is going to be 400 metric tons
of spent fuel that will be coming to the MRS, the second year there
will be 600, and the third year there will be 900, and it will stay
at that level up until the repository is operational, once the
repository becomes operational the MRS can handle/transfer up to
3,000 metric tons per year. That is a combination of incoming and
then shipping to the repository, it is both. There is no vision of
a decrease staff, it is always an increase staff to handle that
additional activity at the MRS.

About the only way it could decrease is to quit using
electricity.

That, but there is 20,000 metric tons of spent fuel that is
stored at the reactors. The total quantity at the MRS is limited

to 15,000 so even if we could move ali of the fuel at one time to
the MRS, there would still be 5,000 tons spread out among the
reactors, plus we would still be producing more each day.
Basically, reactors produce approximately 30 tons of spent fuel
annually, one average size reactor will produce about 30 tons per
year.

A reactor could close down.
It could, and somehow--now the criteria of who get to ship--

one of the issues we are addressing is who gets to ship to the MRS
when, which reactors get to ship their fuel from the reactor to the
MRS and the time and the quantity, and the way it has been set up
now is what is called the oldest fuel first process. Where as the
reactors that have the oldest fuel in their spent fuel pools are
the ones who get to ship first. If you had a reactor that came on-
line in 1970 it would be able to ship spent fuel to the _IRS before
a reactor that came on-line in 1980.

Do they have to pay to send it to the MRS?
The MRS is funded by the utilities. Any utility that owns an

operating nuclear plant pays a sur-charge a tax on the operation of
that plant. The utilities pay into what is called the Nuclear
Waste Fund, and this is the money that has been accumulated over
the last since 1982 is when it started, this money has been
accumulated and this money is to be the funding to build and to

operate the MRS and to develop the transportation system as well to
develop the repository. Utilities have already paid into it, that
is the money that is being used to fund these activities, and there
is no taxpayer money that is involved in this.

They aren't going to sit on it and keep it in their pool
because they don't have the money to send it, it is already paid
for, through the sur-charge.

They will not have to pay additional fees to ship the spent
: fuel to the MRS, it is already paid for.

Who pays the sur-charge?
Right now the sur-charge is part of the rate _---_==="_-*_,,-_+_'_.._



individual utilities have that is controlled by the public
utilities commissions in the state. This charge is passed on to
the customers. I thinkd



FORT ST. VRAIN NUCLEAR STATION
INTRODUCTION BY STEVENS. SHERROW, RADIOACTIVE

WASTE PROGRAMS COORDINATOR

- We arrived at the facilities

I got my training in Nuclear Power Technology so to speak from
the United States Navy. I spent six years on a guided mlssile
cruiser that had two water cooled reactors on it. I was primarily
trained as a radiation protection and chemistry technician. When
I got done with that I was fortunate enough in order to come back
to my home town and get a job at the local nuclear power plant and
I started as a health physics technician providing for radiation
safety at a job site. Actually covering maintenance guys out in
the field and making sure that they were doing their work safely.
From there they created a new position to oversee the radioactive
waste processing and packaging and transportation issues so I took
that position on a professional level and pretty well managed all
of the radioactive waste issues that we had here for about two or
three years. And, then we started looking at what is the future of
Fort St. Grain and they created a team to begin looking at
decommissioning options knowing that decommissioning was going to
be coming up in the future not knowing how soon that was going to
be. This was in 1988 and I was assigned to that team while I was
also doing some of my radioactive waste things. At the same time
they had another team that was looking at what it would take to
refuel the reactor and continue operations. So we had two groups

going in opposite directions here and it was a little tough getting
some resources sometimes in order to do some of the little work
that needed to be done along the way. Unfortunately the
decommissioning people won out and that's a long story and probably
not really related to what you came to see here, but to make a long
story short, Fort St. Grain is a gas cooled reactor and this is
different from any other reactor in the United States. Primarily,
reactors are either pressurized water reactors or boiling water
reactors in the United States. Their fuel is a uranium highly
enriched fuel after its been processed and refined it is encased in
rods made of metal. These metal rods then are put together in
bundles usually square. These fuel bundles then are installed
inside of the reactor and as the uranium fissions it creates heat
and the heat is transferred to water which is then transferred to
the steam generator that makes steam. Here our fuel is again
uranium but its highly enriched its in the range of 94% or 96%
enrichment, I can't remember anymore. But compared to the 8 or 10

- or 12% enrichment that other plants use in the United States ours
is hlghly enriched uranium. It's not bond grade, but it is highly
enriched uranium. Our fuel also contains a certain amount of
thorium --the thorium will absorb a neutron and go through a decay

process that creates a uranium 232 I believe it is which is a
flssionable material. So we're not a breeder reactor we're a
converter reactor where a certain amount of our fuel is actually

generated within the reactor and then used in the fuel _ycle. The
fuel is contained in discreet kernels. And, by that I mean that-

the particle is about the size of a period on a printed page. Then



it is surrounded by a variety of ceramic coatings that hold the
fission products within that fuel kernel and then these are mixed
with a glue of sorts and are made into small cylinders about the
slze of your little finger. These cylinders then are put into
graphite blocks with little passages in them and these graphite
blocks then are about the size of a 30 gallon drum or our fuel
drums. So instead of having metal bundles of fuel rods that stand
at least 8 to 10 feet tall, I'm not sure. We have a graphite block
about 32 inches tall and about 16 inches in diameter. So that is
some of the differences about our fuel that kind of go into some of
the reasons why we made the independent spent fuel storage
Installation and chose this particular design technology over other
design technologies that are out there. So as we go through our
discussions today that is kind of the description of our power
plant that as we go through some of the discussion of why we chose
this technology enter in to those decision making processes.
Anyway to continue about my background, I was chosen to be on a
team to get the decommissioning process planned and implemented on
the front end and that work is completed and now I am working for
the radiation protection manager here overseeing the
decommissioning implementatlon from a radiation protection point of
view primarily. But then another big portion of my Job is I
oversee the security arrangements at the onslte storage facility.
Marry Block, the gentlemen who you were all anticipating in seeing
this morning, his father is undergoing some medlcal evaluatlon this
morning and he needed to go to Denver in order to do that. So I am
sure that you will join me in wishing Marty's Dad the best of luck
in coming through that. And, we look forward to the good news that
comes out of that. But in the meantime, I am going to do my best
to substitute as your host this morning. What I am going to do is
show you a video tape, and the tape that I am famillar with is one
that was produced by Public Service Company of Colorado, this
particular one was given to me by the contractor that was
responsible for the design and building of the Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation and I haven't actually seen this before
so I am hoping that it doesn't have dancing girls on it, but if it
does ....

Can I ask you a question?

Sure.
_

How long have you been around this in years? Nuclear
Material?

Counting the ten years that I've been with the Publlc Service
Company another four years in the Navy and two years on top of that
spent in special schools that were conducted by the Navy so sixteen
years total at this point in time. But actually working in the
Eield for fourteen years.

Where was the fourteen years? Because if they see you they
are going to say wait a minute cause you ain't got no hair.

_



No, this is genetic. This has absolutely nothing to do with
it.

That would kind of be difficult to explain that but,

No, it was kind of funny. I was taking hlghscho01 biology
many years ago and we started talking about genetics, and I was the
example of male pattern baldness that genetic issue that comes up
in certain people. I had to stand up in class and the instructor
came by and said see the widow's peak, see the receding hairline.
It was pretty embarrassing so it stuck out in my mind. But, by the
time I was 21 and entering the Navy before I had any occupational
exposure to radiation, I looked pretty much the way I do now,
except I had a moustache then. But, uh...

Where did you go to school at?

Well, I'm a native of Colorado. I grew up in Greeley, which
is just North of here about a half hour. I've spent some time at
the University of Utah and a little bit of time at the University
of Colorado, and I came to a crossroad in my llfe where I was
wondering whether I was really cut out for college life or whether
I was just there to party, so I finally decided that I was there
for the party, so I joined the Navy and what they do is they put me
in school for two years where if I didn't make the grades they took
away my liberty and said you're gonna stay here and study doggone-
it and you're gonna make the grades. So, it was kind of a.. I
didn't really achieve what I wanted to there at least on an initial
step. But, it is a situation where Nuclear Power has been very
very good to me and I think I've got maybe not as deep an
engineering background as other people we have out here, but I
think I've been given enough training over the years and had enough
experience over the years to know that what we are doing here has
a very adequate marginal safety that what we are doing here is ...
you know you can get arguments about it... but really in the public
interest. I have a lot of confidence in Nuclear Power as an energy
source. You won't find me on a petition to shut down any Nuclear
Power Plants around the country. I really feel good about this
technology and hope to be able to transmit some of that good_

feeling to you and your efforts to evaluate this as a potential for
your communities back home. And, also as an economic opportunity
because there are people out there that are willlng to pay big
bucks in order to have the problem go from their backyard to
somebody else's. From my way of thinking, it is a pretty good
opportunity. A very good economic opportunity for a very low risk.

Can you describe the economic impact that this plant has had
on this community...this area?

Well, just to not in depth, but to kind of give you an idea.
About three years ago, we had close to 600 people working at this
particular plant. We were the major tax payor for the school
system, the taxing district for the school district is, Hillcrest
which Is..I don't know did you come up Interstate 25?



Yes.

Okay, well you didn't go through Platteville then.
Platteville is the community to the Southeast of here about 5

miles, Hillcrest is up the road and this plant provides the tax
base for that school district to Platteville and Hillcrest. About
three years ago when we were talklng about decommissioning, they
put off building a new highschool because of the unreliability of
this facility as a tax base. We're working on converting this

plant to a fossil fuel plant and now the school district is looking
at it once again in doing their expansion that they need to do.

Who owns the property here?

The Public Service Company of Colorado. As you came up, you

went by the turkey farm on the north south road. When you made the
turn from the turkey farm road just before you made the turn that
came by the plant, that's County Road 34. We own the property
beginning there and it stretches from the St. Grain creek on the
west to the South Platte river on the east and it goes to the
of those two waterways. It's in the range of 22 hundred acres and
we own the land, the water rights, and oil rights. What we do then
is we control what activities occur on this land so that we have
control over the impact of safety to the power plant and when I say
that I also include the ISPC also. For instance, whenever gas or
oil drilllng activities were being conducted here, we have to
consider those activities in the total safety aspect of the
activities that go on here. We have to write a justification to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of that activity is (I) not an
unanalyzed activity. It's one that has been looked at before and
found to be safe. And, (2) that it won't decrease the margin of
safety that's already been established for a basellne drop rating
on our plant in performing our activities here. The other thing is
that it gets us in a situation where we kind of control how many
people live within the very close proximity of the plant and how
close they actually reside. Now, this becomes important in
emergency response, so it is not a day to day health issue. It's
an issue of how many people we have to deal with from an emergency

response point of view and how many people we have to get on the
phone and say, "Hey we had an unusual occurrence here and until we
know more about it, you probably ought to stay in your house." You
know that is an extreme situation. You know that kind of phone
call is in our emergency procedures for instance we've never had to
do that. I think the only time that our procedures required us to
call the neighbors outside of Grillson area which was in 79, I
belleve it was, we had an unplanned release of radioactive gas and
the notifications were made, but in looking at the incident in

retrospect after we were picking up the pieces so to speak, we
found that we overclassified the event, and we didn't really have
a situation that would have gotten us into a notification of that
magnitude.

But, was it your responsibility to overclassif_ it for safety?
-



Well, what we train people on is if you are going to air, air in
the conservative direction. So instead of saying that it was, you
know there used to be four general emergency classes. You had a

general emergency which is a Chernoble type of thing, you had a
site area emergency that might as a precaution Include the
evacuation of non-essential personnel. You have an alert which you
initiate _-Ii of your emergency stations and your emergency
organizations so that you can manage the incident in an organized
and planned fashion. And, you have a notification of an unusual
event, which is important kind of thing. Then below that you also
have incidents that might occur, you know a piece of equipment that
fails without notice or something that requires notification or
overseeing but not any accident within the organization. In this
particular case what they did was they declared an alert or either
site area emergency when it fact it should have been a notification
of an unusual event, which when we went back and looked at it some
more. I'm sorry you wanted to get on with it. Should we ask
questions later?

Well, why don't we go ahead and finish up this particular one. You
were going to ask a question.

In terms of the gas release of course we are aware that people are
using experimental technology here. Is the experlmental element
the gas cooling?

No, we use helium gas as a coolant, rather than water.

Okay.

And, what happened in that particular, that was before I Joined the
company, and the details are a little sketchy, but they had an
unplanned release of this gas. And, I believe what happened is
they had a relief valve on a tank fail and then that tank vented to

the atmosphere and you know it was unusual, it was not planned, it
was outside the scope of normal operations, so it got us into the
emergency response classifications and emergency procedures. But,
in going back and looking at it the only thing that was unusual
about it was that the tank got overpressurized in the first place,
and the relief valve lifted. So the amount of radioactivity and
the Dorsch rates to the general public and the residual dose from
that radioactive material release were really minor and if they
would have taken the extra time in order to evaluate what they were

dealing with, they would have come up with the correct
classification. But, in their urgency to get the organization

going, they looked at it and saw that it fit a general
classification for an alert category, so they declared an alert.
Then once we got into it they said let's look at the initiating
event once again and make sure that we classified it correctly.
They wanted to make sure that it shouldn't have been a site area
emergency, for instance. But, when they did that they found out
that it should have been a notification of an unusual event, a new
event which wouldn't have required manning of the emergency
stations.

-



What was the response to the error?

I really don't know, again, that was before my time, and a long
time ago. So, I don't know what kind of specific response that the
neighbors had. You know the state was notified and they did some
monitoring of the environment around the area. We did some
monitoring on our own in order to document what actually occurred.
Whether the area neighbors were notified or not, I couldn't tell
you on that. But, if you like I can try to find that answer for
you.

Would you?

Yes.

Because of what the situation is we'd like to know the reaction of
these to the response.

I guess the thing to come to a conclusion here is that what you
need to do if you are to proceed with this project is make sure
that you have an aggressive public information program where the
people in we'll call it the affected area and you're going to have
to define how big that is. The people that are living around the
proposed site or potential sites get trained in what is being done.
Get out the information necessary for them to be comfortable with
the decisions that you folks are going to be making. So, that they
can be in a support role rather than in an adversary role. And,
you know in the case of a dry store facility, a monitored
retrievable storage facility of some kind, the types of accidents
that you can have from that, and I'm not as expert in that as you
are going to be able to find other people, but you can have I think
on the worst case of transportation type accident bringing the
material to the storage site. And, that really is probably going
to be the type of thing that will give you the best video for
television. Because there is going to be wrecked vehicles,
possibly fire, which there is going to be lots of response
organizations, where once the fuel is loaded into a storage
canister it is in a state of storage. It is just resting there.
You are probably going to pick a technology that doesn't require
you moving parts, or pumps, or filters, or fans it just sets there
and actual convection cooling is going on and it just, there is
nothing to fail, it is very passive operation.

Even if the electricity were to be cut off completely?

Nothing fails as a result. So your lights might go down and you
might have a security issue that you need to deal with as a
potential response, but the safety of the fuel itself is guaranteed
because it is a passive operation. So, the accid3nt scenarios that
you are probably going to be looking at in that case is what
happens if a seal on one of the canisters were to fail. Well, in
our case, we looked at that and we saw what would get the
radioactive material out of the canisters and into the environment,
the canisters aren't pressurized there is nothing there in order to



drive the radioactive materials through this failed seal so in this

particular instance you have nothing in order to cause a release of
radioactive material into the environment. So, we took a look at
that and said, well let's dream up some worst case scenarios and
say there was a little bit of pressure in the canister and was a
lot of activity drifting around in that canister and some

of that got driven out. What would be the result? And, we came up
with just a few milogram, I'm talking in the range of _ or 5 or 10
milogram total exposure to the immediate surrounding area. Because
once it gets out of your facility it is diluted into the atmosphere
and probably fall out in the general area which is going to be
within your defined control area where nobody is going to be living
or growing gardens or herding sheep or whatever the case might be.
You aren't going to have any activities going on there where people
are really going to be impacted as a result of one of these things.
You could have a fire, you could have a flood, you could have a
tornado, you could have, I could just keep going down the actual
disasters and those type of things, you just need to design your
facility in order to take into account the type of atmospheric
events that might occur in your general location. And, make sure
that when you design the facility that you make it not only the
normal but the predicted and some margin of safety above that. In
our case we designed the ISPC for I believe a 200 mile an hour
tornado. A tornado with swirling winds going 200 miles an hour.
The history here is that 130 mile an hour tornado is the worst that
we have seen. Typically, we see 90 mile an hour tornadoes. You
know that's the kind of concept I'm talking about here. In the
case of a flood, we are well above the hundred year flood plain.

But, on top of that it is kind of a plateau area. And, if you look
at the two river basins in your mind you can imagine_ how much water
it would take in order to create a flood. And, the only thing that
we can come up with in a flood is if one of our storage ponds that
is used for storing fire water for emergencies in case all the
wells went dry and we couldn't run the pumps to pump water out of
the rivers, we've got these storage basins for fire water. If one
of those were to rupture and the water flow uphill, what would the
effect of the ISPC be? Well, we would get a couple of inches of
water around the outside of the building, but it wouldn't get
inside. So it is those kind of things that you need to go through

as you evaluate the design of your facility and what type of
accidents in your area are possible and what kind of accidents in
your area should be projected and make sure that you not only
evaluate those and have answers for them but also communicate them

to people that are in the general area and the affected population,
and again you are going to have to define that, but be aggressive
in making sure that the people understand what's being done and
allow them the opportunity to have input and a sense of ownership
which breeds confidence.

What's the size, how big is the affected area? Because if both
sides are 500 acres...

I think we took credit for an effective area of our company control

property of 2200 acres, but in reality its of the outer
-



walls. That's the controlled area boundaries. We control all
activities within 100 meter radius.

That's about the size of a football field.

Yeah, about the length of a football field. When we go Out to the
ISPC you'll be able to see that fence. It is a barbwire fence and
it Just keeps the tumbleweeds out is about all it does.

If you are in the controlled area, then why hassle with your
neighbors?

Well, because it is important to keep them informed. You know it
is there, as a corporate citizen in this general area we feel an
obligatlon to answer their questions and let them know that we feel
as if we have control over what we are doing, we are not out there
running a muck so to speak and provide them an opportunity in order
to question in what we are doing and why we are doing it and what
kind of provisions for their safety we are designing into it and

, #

allow them an opportunity to say, 'we re not really comfortable in
this particular area, could you explain that to us a little more,"
or have them come back and say, "this is really bothering us could
you design something in order to alleviate this concern?" In our
particular case, just the concept of storage spent fuel here for
extended period of time was an issue. Once we explained to the
population that it was a project necessary in order to decommission
the Fort St. Grain reactor and what we were trying to achieve was
a larger margin of safety. If we left the fuel iDside the reactor
vessel itself it's in a configuration there are scenarios where it
could go critical. In order to protect against that, there are
certain systems that we had to have available in order to prevent
that from occurring. So, then the other thing is in order to

protect from the result of an unplanned evolution, you had to have
ventilation, you had to have fans, you had to have a certain amount
of containment, you had to actually active systems if the power
were to fail, these systems would go down and we would have to
start emergency response in order to prevent possibly one of those
worst case scenarios occurring or the amount of radioactivity that
could be released into the environment. So what we have

demonstrated to the general public in this area is that by moving
the fuel from the reactor vessel and putting it in the ISPC, you
are doing two things. We are putting it in a configuration that it
could not go critical, it could not have a self-stating nuclear
reaction occur because the material is spread apart and there is

enough separation and there is a lack of moderator. Moderator is
a thing that slows down neutrons to a slower speed where they can
actually interact with a uranium atom and cause it to split. By
putting it into a safer configuration, it took care of the need to
have active systems and it also alleviated some of the concerns of
a terrorist action. So, by explaining that to the general public,
we were able to resolve some of that concern. In reality, that was

there biggest concern that we had expressed. There _ere other
questions that were brought out, but they were things that we had
already anticipated in our planning that the NRC was going to be



asking us those same kinds of questions or the state of Colorado
was going to be asking the same kinds of questions. We knew we
were going to have to design answers to it or design around some of
these things. So we were well prepared in order to answer those
things. It wasn't anything new that I'm aware of that the public
brought up that we hadn't anticipated. But, it was the selling
that we were able to do.

In your contained area, now your neighbors, how big an area did you
have to saturate to get their confidence?

Weil, we were a little more aggressive than what we probably needed
to be. In addition to the loca! communities, Platteville which is
about 5 miles from here, Johnstown and Milican which is 10 miles to
the north, the county officials themselves, the county
commissioners and we also did a presentation to Loveland which is
almost a half hour from here and I think we did at least one

presentation at Greeley which is the largest metropolitan area from
here. We did go south to Fort Lufton which is the next town south
from Platteville.

So, about a 50 mile radius?

Let me sketch on this. Okay we're roughly right here. So, we went
on at least one occasion as far as Loveland over here to Greeley
and we at least included them on our inltial conversations, but we
concentrated in this general area right here. We did go down to
Lufton but didn't get out as far as Hudson. It's probably about 25
miles roughly.

But two things that come through loud and clear for me and one is
an aggressive public information campaign and bending over
backwards to work with your neighbors, state officials, government
officials, and involving them in the planning and ....

What we did in this communications effort here with the effective
communities was we arranged time with the town councils, the city
councils, in the case of Well county, the larger jurisdiction here.
We were on their agenda for describing what we were doing and
allowing them the opportunity to question us. We also advertised
that we had people available to talk to civic groups the rotary
clubs, church groups, that kind of thing, but then we also have
within a 5 mile radius, we have a routine communication with all

the population within a 5 mile radius, which does include the
entire city of Platteville, and we put out a quarterly letter. We
call it the Fort St. Grain neighbors and we just kind of go over
issues that have come up in the past quarter and the issues that we
anticipate in the near future and kind of give a summary of that
and just kind of bring them up to date on activities so that, and
also include in there on occasion a survey response card and along
with that a statement that you can check to say please send me more
information or please have somebody call me now that was not all
the time, but it was included in those newsletters on occasion. We
always had a point of contact in there that if somebody had a



specific question they wanted an answer to they could call them.
Our vice-president as he went around and did these public meetings,
he always advertised what his phone number was, his office phone
number, if someone wanted to call him directly. He made himself
available and so we have in these public meetings we generally had
the vice-president who kind of introduced the whole thing, we had
a public affairs person who actually gave the presentation and kind
of orchestrate the overall presentation, and what the public
affairs person would do is say, "this is kind of a general concept
and to explain this part of it a little more, here is the engineer
in charge of it", and that engineer would come up and talk about
his part of the project. And, then the public relations person
would get into another area, and you'd have a radiation exposure or
radiation protection person to get up and say this is my part of it
and depending on the focus of the public involvement meeting and
these things are going on quarterly at the beginning and then they
went to semi-annual and now they're down to annual at this point in-

time, because we're getting the message from the public that "we've
heard all that and we're not interested anymore" it', s not our
problem.

When you were describing the model that you had discussed regarding
the worst case scenario of the potential seal leak that was
supposed to have happened in this model, you described the leak as
being 4 to 5 milograms, can you compare that in terms of effect, x-
rays, or what have you?

First of all let me qualify my statement. When I was talking
exposure, I was talking off the top of my head and I don't mean to
say that the written documentation it says 5 milograms, what I was
trying to emphasize is that it was a very small effective dose, and
I would assume that when I say things llke that I want you to
assume that it's a total dose from an event occurring. So, over
the long term whatever that might be, whether its weeks or months
or years, the total accumulated dose from an event occurring would
be a very small amount of radiation exposure in the range of about
5 milograms as an example. Certainly not anything where you would
start to see health effects. To give you an idea, here in this
general area, the actual background radiation exposure for an
annual period of time is between 150 and 200 milogram. Well, in
this particular area its a lot from radium deposits that are in the
soil that naturally occur. This area has got a lot of granite
formations and if you go to New York City, the most radioactive
there is Grand Central Station, because they made it out of
granite. And, the granite has a lot of minerals in it that contain
radioactive materials, uranium isotopes of different kinds. So, in
this particular area we are talking about a general background area
of dose radium in the range of 150-200 milograms per year. On the
average nationwide they say individuals will get another 200
milograms from everyday sources of radiation that aren't natural.
Things like smoke detectors, things like Coleman lanterns, things
like medical x-rays for your teeth for some diagnostic procedure
that your doctor might do for a test and of course those people
that receive a chest x-ray or lower g.i. examination, their



exposure is goin9 to be a lot more than 200 milograms a year, but
when you average all of that exposure over the populatlon of the
Unite_ States it ends being an average of about 200 milggrams per
year.

Actually, the thing is so low, it could be ignored alm(_st.

You can measure it, but it is insignificant. Now, let me balance
it against the effect of radiation overall. Before you see any
effect of radiation, you've got to get in the range of 25,000
milc_ram in order to see minor blood changes. Your chemistry in
youT blood will change as you get more radiation exposure. It
won't create radiation sickness llke you see in the movies about
thf_bombing of Hiroshima but y,_u can start to measure in a healthy
i_=ividual ch,_mistry changes _n the blood. At about twice that
level you can start to see ph)'s._cal effects, a person that might be
an older person o_ somebody whose physlcal nature Just isn't as
strong as a teenage football player, there you might be able to see
the onset of radiation sickLess, which may include some flu-llke
symptoms, you're tired, you might have an upset stomach, you could
vomit, you're talking again orders of magnitude greater radiation
_xposure than what we are talklng about from a maximum incredlble
accident from a failure of a system in a facility such as this.
So, that's probably about as much as I need to get into there, but
of course every facility is going to have a little different
estimated radiation exposure a5 a result of its operation. That's
going to be dependent on how much shielding you design into it in
the walls of your canisters, in the walls of your building, if you
have such _ thing. I think you've been to the Surrey plant haven't
you _nd saw the big nodular steel vaults or canisters, the amount
of shlelding you have on that i_ going to dictate how much
radiation exposure you have a distance from that. How old the fuel
is you put in there, how much fuel you put in there. There are a
lot of variables that go into how much radiation exposure you have
on a certain distance. It also goes into your accident analysis as
to how aggressive you need to be in your plannlng for accidents.
And, also what kind of projections you need to include in your
building your structures, your systems that you put in place in
order to protect you from those potentlal worst case scenarios that
can come up.

Isn't there a minimum NRC requirement, that says for example, here
at your facility you've got a perimeter fence and you may even have
another fence around this perimeter fence, but isn't there an NRC
requirement that says if you, let's assume that you have somebody
that has nothing better to do with his or her life than camp out at
that perimeter fence 365 days a year. Th_ NRC assumes then that
individuai will receive no more than X radiation and you have got
to build your facility to that hypothetlcal instance that somebody
is camping out at your perimeter fence and I think if what I recall

tell_ng me I think that dose is 25 milograms per
• year. -

Off the top of my head the number that comes to mind is 500



milogram per year. Now there are other controls that you are going
to want to put in place yourself but there are also other controls
that regulation puts on you. How close a person can actually
reside to an area that in effect gets that dose right now of 500
milogram per year. But, .....

Okay, I gotta take a report back to the Ponca tribe and one of the
questions that is often asked aside all the safety and everything
is the payroll. You know the employees, how many jobs it's going
to provide, what's the annual payroll on these plants? What is the
numbers here for this plant annually, just a ball-park figure?

,?

Again, I will have to talk off the top of my head, and I think I
will be fairly accurate, but don't quote me on this. To give you
an idea, our security staff is 4 Indivlduals at all times, so we
have a rotating shift schedule where lh is always manned with 4
individuals. We have a designated radiation safety officer, who is
the management officlal overseeing the radiation health effects on
the facility. We have a maintenance manager who does the same
thing for the 0&M of the facility.

What's that?

The operation and maintenance of the facility. Now, we don't have
anybody specifically assigned full-tlme to the operatl_n of the
onsite storage facility, except for the secur'°ty indivlduals.
Okay, that's our situation.
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